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ALLOW COMMITTEES TO
WORK

APPLAUSE

WHILE ROOT IS NEGLECTED, DELEGATES YELL FOR WILLIAM
J. BRYAN
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exertion required to get in at once be
gan to scramble to get , out.
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BE EFFECTED
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QUICKLY
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LOUD

ROOSEVELT

WILL

IF ROOSEVELT IS BEATEN TAFT'S
FOLLOWERS MAY DE.
SERT HIM.

COMMANDER ORDERS
TROOPS TO ADVANCE ON

MEXICAN

BACHIMBA

HADLEY

MENTIONED

OFTEN TRYING

TO

END

THE

OFFICERS WILL BE
MADE PERMANENT, ACCORDING TO RECOMMENDATION.

TEMPORARY

WAR COMMITTEE BUSILY AT WOHK

GOVERNOR
LOOKS THE MADERO GOVERNMENT BEGOOD TO MANY CONVEN.
LIEVES IT WILL 800N PUT
DOWN REVOLT
TION DELEGATES.

RACE
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STILL
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IN

GAME

PRESIDENT; DENIES
.

HE
THAT
EXCUSE DELEGATES
FROM SUPPORTING HIM.

WILL

Chicago, 111., June 20. Conflicting
reports came from the Roosevelt
headuarters
that
today
Roosevelt had released his delegates
from all obligations to vote for him.
At 11:50 a. m. the colonel issued a
statement which was variously in
terpreted. It said.:
"The time has come when I feel
that I must make certain statements
not, only 10 the honestly elected members of the republican national con
vention, but to the rank and file ot
the republican party and the honest
people of the entire nation. I went
into, this fight for certain great prinAt the moment I can only
ciples.
serve these principles by continuing
to bear the personal responsibility
which their advocacy has brought
me."

Former Governor Regis H. Post of
Porto Rico earlier haa announced
that Colonel Roosevelt had released
his delegates but would remain in
the race, and this statement was accepted by a number of the Roosevelt
own stateleaders. The colonel's
ment was so interpreted. O. K.
Davis of the Roosevelt headquarters,
however, said he was authorized by
the colonel to say the statement as
to the release of delegates was absolutely false.
A further conference of the Roosevelt forces was scheduled for 2 p. m.
today. After being in conference with
for 30 minutes,
Colonel Roosevelt
Governor Hadley, the Roosevelt floor
leader, said:
"I will continue In the fight on the
same lines as I have been, following
In the convention."
Asked about a repon of disagreement between himself and Colonel
Roosevelt he denied there was any
foundation for it.
At 10:30 o'clock this morning Colonel Roosevelt released his delegates
from all obligation to support him.
He will not withdraw from the fight.
This statement was made by
Regis H. Post of Porto Rico,
a close associate of Colonel Roose
velt.
"Colonel Roosevelt will stay in the
fight to the end," said Mr. Post "He
will not withdraw under any circum-

stances."
Colonel Rooseveit was dictating a
statement setting forth his decision
when ' the announcement was made.
name was
Governor Hadley, whose
heard everywhere, was mentioned at
the Roosevelt headuarters as th9 man
to whom .some' supporters of ihc
colonel would turn was in secret con
ference with the former President
Abo.-half an hour after the state- mentuby Post that Roosevelt had release(hls delegates O. K. Davis connected vith Roosevelt headquarters
emerged irom the conference room
and said:

anting

The quick

of

HAD

MUCH

sucy

him."

At General Huerta's Federal Headquarters, Santa Rosalia, Mex., June
20. The order to move north on the
Mexican rebel stronghold at Bachitn- ba was given today by General Huer-ta- ,
the federal commander. The van
guard of 1,800 cavalry under Gpner.il
Kabago is expected ,to be in frequent
skirmishes with the enemy. The entire division, commanded by General
Huerta, probably will be encamped at
La Cruz or Concho at nightfall.
The outpqst fighting lias resulted lu
a loss ot seven federals dead, 16
wounded and 60 horses killed.
The
rebel losses are estimated at much
greater figures, because the government outposts claim to have occupied advantageous positions In the
hills 20 miles north of here. General
Rabago reported he had routed the
enemy In every Instance.

delegation were in conference until 4
it was said that Mr.
a Roosevelt supporter,- - had
helped in a movement to launch a
boom for Justice Charles E. Hughes.
The names of Senators LaFollette
and Cummins also were heard in this
discussion and supporters of the Wis
consin and Iowa senators were active.
H. M. LaFollette of Tennessee, a Cousin of Senator LaFollette of Wisconsin, held a conference with William
Barnes of New York In the latter's
rooms today. It was said that LaFollette bore a message from the
Wisconsin leader regarding the LaFollette Instructed delegates, but the
details of the conference were not

Federal Scouts in Sight
At the Rebel Front, tfrtiz, Mex

June

20.

Federal

scouting

parties

Llt-taue- r,

disclosed.

Senator Kenyon this afternoon issued a statement saying:
"The situation today is greatly in
favor of Senator Cummins' candiHe offers the ideal comprodacy.
mise in the present crisis. His ability and fitness for chief executive
are admitted by the leaders of all
factions at Washington and he is the
least objectionable to either extreme
of the party in this convention. The
situation today demands a calm coun
sel for the success of the party in
the states and In the districts as well
ns in the nation.
"We will stay with President Taft,"
said Senator Penrose when told today of rumors that the president
would get out of the way to permit
the nomination of another candidate.
"So far," the senator continued, "he
is the strongest man suggested and
certainly there can be no reason for
dopping him until' after a roll call
shall have demonstrated the con,
trary."
(Continued
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on Page Five)

ABSENT WHEN
RESOLUTIONS BODY HOLDS
FIRST MEETING.

LATE

BY

ONE

IN THE FORENOON

MANY
MEN PUT IN
APPEARANCE.

ROOSEVELT

Chicago, 111., June 20. The com
mittee on permanent
organization
this morning voted 22 to 7 to make
the temporary organization perma
nent. This would continue Root as
presiding officer, and continue all
the temporary officials throughout
the convention.
The motion to make the temporary
organization permanent was made by
Governor Pennewill of Delaware,
whereupon Ira C. Copeley of Illinois
moved a substitute, asking that thecommittee defer action until the re
port of the committee on credentials
had been received and acted upon by
the convention. The delegates went
wild, but the Copeley motion was lost
7 to 22.
Progressives Sit With Resolutions
Committee.
A somewhat sharp difference of.
opinion has arisen among the nijem-beot the subcommittee on resolutions on the tariff plank. Two propot
ooJ
sitjons are befor? the' comvitteo,
'
reinterating the declaration of 1908
In favor of a tariff which would cov
er the difference In the cost of production between "this country and Eu
ropean nations and the other provid
ing for a tariff which would "maintain
the American standard of living." The
latter Is proposed by Senator Uppln-- ,
cott of Rhode Island, and while it
has received the favor of some of
the members, Is opposed by others on
the ground that it would be construed
int oa declaration in favor of a high
tariff as opposed to any reduction.
The
of the commit
tee on resolutions met early today
and resumed its work on the shaping
of the platform as if nothing had
happened.
There was a noticeable absence of
"progressives." Of the three Roose
velt members pf the
not one was present and it was not
expected that any of them except
Governor Hadley of Missouri, would
be in attendance. Both Mr. Rowell
of California and Mr. Lewis of Penn
sylvania were understood to have
cast their lots with Colonel Roose
ra

have approached to a point eight
Talk of a compromise "candidate miles below this place and a sharp
became general early today. In. the engagement is looked for during the
forenoon it seemed apparent that the day.
Roosevelt forces lwere disintegrating.
Many delegates were of the impression that a such a condition womld
Fortune Found In Saddle
stiffen the Taft forces, while others
Madera, Mex., June 20. Though the
expressed the belief that, satisfied skirmish at Aguaje on the Mexican
with beating' Roosevelt,
the presi- Northwestern railroad north of here
dent's supporters woula be willing was
fought a week ago, a Mexican
to unite on a third candidate who
ranchman today riding over the batwould be better able to hold the partlefield found a saddled and bridled
ty factions in line. The name of horse, starving and thirsty, helf fast
Governor Hadley was heard frequentby a rope clenched In the hand of a
ly in connection with the third candi- dead federal officer.
In the saddledate talk. Most of the New York
'
bags were found $5,000.
p. m. and

PPROGRESSIVES

COIN THEY DROP IN ONE

FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS FOUND
ON PERSON OF DEAD SOLDIER

events last night and
produced rouditions of complete
confusion when the third day of the
convention
republican ' national
opened. Even the wisest party strategists did not profess to see the out
come. So confusing was the situation
that anadojurnraenf of the conven
tion was arranged rrom noon to 4
p. m. with the possibility of further
adojurnment to 8 o'clock tonight to
give time for the situation revolving
around the bitter Roosevelt fight to
reshape itself.
Announcement by
Post
of Porto Rico that Colonel Roosevelt
had released his delegates was followed in half an hour by a statement
by O. K. Davis denying that Roosevelt had given such a release. This
was supplemented by a statement by
Colonel Rposevelt, which leaders of
both sides interpreted variously, although Roosevelt took the position
that he "could not release delegates
instructed at primaries to vote for

on Page Four)
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OFFICER

SUPPORTERS OF TWO SENATORS
ARE WORKING HARD IN
THEIR BEHALF.

CIRCULATION cession

MOVEMENTS.

IN

ANIMAFOLLETTE

Chicago, June 20.

GAINS

SPECULATION

4-- f

Wal-dro-

.

TALK GROWS

NOT QUIT THE

PITCHED

B. PARKER

I
IX

When lu Doubt It's a
Good Idea to Keep

'

MISSOURI

WECHTER MUST DIE.
DATTLE
20. Louis
Colo., June
Denver,
Wechter, sentenced to hang In the
week beginning August 25 for the
murder of W. Clifford Burrows, was A DISPUTE BETWEEN FAMILIES
LEADS TO KILLING IN SHERrefused a commutation of sentence
minMAN, TEXAS
Chicago, June 20. 7xactly four
by thei state board of pardons today.
utes (12:02 to 12:06 p. m.) M the Clemency was denied because It was
duration of the opening session of shown by evidence that Wechter had
Sherman, Texas, June 20. In a feed
the third day's session of the republi- killed another man before shooting battle between the Sharp and
The im- Burrows In a local cafe.
families at Sperry's ranch near
can national convention.
people
here today, four persons were killed
mense
rowd, nearly 14,000
and two wounded. Before she' was
who had fought their way Into the
slain Miss Georgia Sharp killed one
hall after an hour or more in line,
man and wounded another man and
had only to go out again.
his wife. The only business was the prayer
'
Indiana!
hH tti
Watson
mntinn of
of
Apparently both sides began firing
'
ALTON
simultaneously.
Henry Waldrop kill
v "
to be in re;ess uuui
ed Walter Sharp and his father. As
tensible reason for the recess was the
they fell Miss Georgia Sharp seize!
fact that the credentials committee,
at work upon the contests affecting FORMER CANDIDATE FOR PRESI her father's smoking magazine rifle
and took up the battle. She killed
DENT WILL BE CHAIRMAN
the personnel of the contention, had
Russell Waldrop, then shot his parwork.
Ita
CONVENTION
OF
begun
only fairly
ents.
Prone on the ground, Henry
this
The only welcoming applause
William
20. Former Judge, Waldrop returned the fire and shot
Jennings
for
June
Baltimore,
wag
morning
the conven- Alton B. Parker today was recom--i Miss Sharp. She died almost Instant
Bryan who ts reporting
As mended for temporary chairman of ly.
of
newspapers.
number
a
tion for
in the the democratic national convention,
Today's battle was the culmination
Mr. Bryan moved to hla seat
several which mqets here next week by the of long standing dispute between the
of
the
platform
section
press
two families.
persons in the gallery cried "speech, committee on arrangements. Opposithe
After
The
smiled.
to
Parker.
was
made
Mr.
tion
Judge
Bryan
speech,"
ndim adjournment Mr. Bryan held an vote follows: Judge Parker 8; RepreNEW BRUNSWICK ELECTIONS
Informal reception over the rail of sentative Henry of Texas 3; Senator
St. John, N. B., June 20. The elecKern of Indiana, 1; Senator O'Gorman
the press section.
tors
t
Senator-elecOllie
throughout New Brunswick are
York
New
of
1;
Newspapers Treated Badly
today
3.
expressing their'pollticaj prefer
situa
of
the
of
James
newB
Kentucky
real
Although the
their verdict depends
The committee debated the question ences and-otion was developing nearly a mile
of the Conservative governthe
fate
nominaaround
make
the
would
crowd
whether
the
they
away at the hotels,
Judge Parker was ment, which, under the leadership of
and in the Coliseum today was in tion unanimous.
mind.
of
elected,
condition
declared
having received the J. K Fleming and previously under
the most tense
J. D. Hazen, whom Mr. Fleming suc
Chief of Police McWeeny took per plurality vote.
ceeded when the former entered the
was
or
of
Kentucky
Woodson
his
Urey
sonal charge of the police and
Dominion cabinet, has been In office
as
so
chosen
temporary
and
harshly
strict
unanimously
so
were
der
for four years. The campaign has
L.
Martin
Colonel
John
ticket
and
secretary
enforced that even legitimate
been a rather spirited one, the opposit
sergeant-amen,
St.
of
Louis,
temporary
newspaper
holders. Including
tion putting up candidates In pracseswas
commit
arms. The committee
sim in
were treated as if they were
tically every constituency. In its camm.
3:30
enter.
sion
at
to
p.
in
desiring
ting a crime
for a renewal of ita power the
paign
For a newspaper correspondent trygovernment
points to the success of
at
Parker
Nothing
Says
the
cover
alone
hapennings
ing to
Its
for the encouragement
politicies
20.
Judge
Rochester, N.. Y., June
the hotjels and also at the Coliseum
of
dis- of industry and the development
Corthe
shown
when
B.
Alton
Parker
the task was simply impossible.
as the natural resources of the province.
selection
crowds
his
In
the
held
were
patch
announcing
respondents
The opposition leaders have confined
at the doors an hour or more while temporary chairman of the democratic' themselves
principally to a criticism
malvo
to
declined
convention
waited
national
instruments
ticking telegraph
of
the
government's
handling of the
he
to
or
whether
say
any comment,
for them Inside.
finances. The general opinion is that
strag-linin
Rochester
is
He
would
accept.
various
began
The
delegations
while the opposition may win one or
In about 11:30, the crowds at the attending the trial of the independent
two seats from the government, they
cases.
enter
,
to
,
them
telephone
doors outside forcing
are likely" to lose at leaet an equal
6lngly. The band began playing popnumber of seats held in the last legisa
continued
"One
at
Time,"
11
.
o'clock
and
Bryan
at
ular airs
so that the government will
Chicago, June 20 William, J. Bryaa lature,
until the gavel fell. The music was
come out of the contest as strong as
on
to
himself
commit
woman
refused
;
a
singing,
today
varied today by
the report that he Is opposed to Alton ever.
who was heartily applauded.
of
B. Parser's presiding as temporary
was
taken
Scarcely any notice
the arrival of Chairman Root, who chairman of the democratic national
TODAY IN CONGRESS
stood for a moment, the target for a convention.
Washington, June 20. Senate: Met
"One convention at a time, please,"
battery of photographers. The gavel
at 10 a. m., adjourned at 10:07 a. m.,
comes
"Our convention
fell a few minutes after noon and the he said.
until Monday at 10 o'clock.
Rev. Dean Walter Sumner of the Ca- next. There will be plenty of time to
Met at 10:30 a. m.
House:
thedral of St. Peter and St Paul of- discuss It when this convention soTook up sundry civil appropriation
fered prayer. There was applause at journs."
bill.
the conclusion of the prayer.
Wilson Goes to Sea Girt
Convention Adjourns
New York,
TODAY'S BASEBALL
June 20. Governor
Floor Leader Watson of the Taft
Wilson
American League
Woodrow
left here today for
immediateobtained
forces
recognition
ly. He explained that the credentials Sea Girt, N. J., where he expects to First game:
R. H. E.
committee was not ready to report remain until after the Baltimore con
'
5 8
1
and moved that a recess be taken un- vention. A private line to the con Philadelphia
1
0 5
til 4 o'clock. The motion prevailed vention hall will be installed at the Washington
Plank, and Egan, Ttomas; Engh,
without objection and the thousands governor's cottage at Sea Girt within
who still were perspiring from the the next few days.
Boehling and Williams
CLAIM THEY ARE TREATED UNFAIRLY BY THE CHICAGO
POLICEMEN

J

97,'ajim

f

June 20. Republican national convention In session
.
exactly four minutes from 12:02 p. m. to 12:06 p. m.
Recess was taken until 4 p. m. to permit credentials committee
to progress sufficiently to make a report.
At noon Roosevelt members of credentials committee agreed
to push only the 4S contests involved in Arizona, California, Texas
4and Washington.
This was lone to expedite the work and to pre- vent possible idleness in the convention of three or four days.
4-Credentials committee continued work through the noon hour.
4Fourteen thousand people crowded Into the Coliseum with
diffloulty only to be turned ou. a few minutes after they had reach- 4 ed their seats.
41
A report that Colonel Roosevelt had released all his delegates
'
4later was denied by the colonel.
4It .was reported Colonel Roosevelt might appear in person when
4the convention resumed at 4 p. m
When the convention was called to order at 4 o'clock a motion
4
to adjourn until 11 "o'clock tomorrow was carried.
Chicago,

;
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Rebels Advance to Give Fight

Baohimiba, Mex., June 20. The entire rebel army mover south at noon
today to meet the advancing federals
near Ortiz, less than 20 miles away. A
long string of troop trains carried the
insurrectos out of their fortified positions here. One train run by a
careless engineer collided with an en- velt.
gine, killng one man and wounding
Owing to last night's hasty ad
six Including Colonel Castaneda.
journment, the subordinate organiza
tion found it necessary to 'begin "fi- tthe foundation' today . It had before
it the ir' is of the three platforms
LAS VEGAS IS FREE
subletted by the Taft, Roosevelt and
Lai ollette leaders, respectively and
FROM ANY BAUBLING there was an announced determination to give careful attention to tne
recommendations of all of them with
POLICE the intention of
CAPTAIN OF MOUNTED
cutting such portions
MAKES THIS STATEMENT AFas might commend themselves to
TER AN INVESTIGATION
their judgment.
This was not an
easy task In view of the length of
After spending a day in Las Vegas, the Roosevelt and LaFollette docu
during which he visited every saloon, ments and the expectation was that
cigar store and other establishment most of the day would be consumed
where men are known to congregate, by the deliberations of the sub-coCaptain Fred Fornoff of the New Mex- mittee.
ico mounted' police' is assured that
The Illinois, Maryland and Nebrasno gambling of any kind is being con ka members of the full
platform comducted In thecity. This should set at mittee dropped
in to say that alrest any anxiety on the part of state though they belonged to Roosevelt
officials as to the lid being lifted for delegations, they had no thought of
bout. It Is known ceasing their work In the commute- -.
the Johnsqn-Flynthat Governor McDonald will step In They were asked to sit with the suband stop the fight if he is convinced committee and accepted the Invitathe gambling laws are being violated tion. Governor Hadley also appeared
and it Is believed that that or some toward the close of the session, sayother public scandal would form the ing that other engagements had presole reason for his taking such ac vented his particlpaton In the morntion. In spite- of the fact that many ing work.
vlsitors are In the city, everything 13
Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler sat as a
perfectly orderly and will stand the proxy for Mr. Barnes, the .ew Tork
Inspection of any officer who cares
to investigate.
(Continued on Page Four)
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MEN

To

GET THEIR
PAY
VETO OF SALARY BILL WILL
NOT AFFECT THE COUNTY

SUPERINTENDENT".
Santa Fe. N. M, June 20. Despite
the veto of the county salary bill,
county school superintendents may
continue to drav the same pay a
was provided, for their respective offices under territorial government according to an opinion rendered today
by Frank W. Clancy, attorney general in response to an Inquiry frcra
Alva N. White, state superintendent.
Mr. Clancy, in brief, holds tha; the
constitutional
provisions affecting
other county salaries, as passed upon
by the state supreme court, Jj nut
apply to the office uf county
of schools.
The opinion is as follows:
Santa Fe, N. M., June 18, 1912.
lion. Alvan N. White, State Superintendent of Public lQ3truc:lon, Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir I havo before 'me vour
letter of the 17th instant and take
the first possible opportunity to answer. You say thar in February,
1&12, in accordance wl'h section 21,
chapter 97, law of 1907, you fixed
th salaries of county school
for the yea.-- IM1?, subject
to such action as nil?ht be taken by
the first state legislature under section one of article X of the constitution as to the classification of counties and the fixing of salaries of
county officers. You further say that
in view of the fact that the county
alary bill has been vetoed, county
superintendents have reauested you
for an opinion with reference to their
salaries and that, unless the decision
(recently rendered by the supreme
court makes it illegal for the superintendents to draw their salaries as
fixed by you, it would seem that the
salaries so fixed might be quarterly
drawn by county superintendents;
and you request my opinion upon the
question.
The section of the constitution
upon which was based the recent decision of our supreme court provides
that no county officer should receive
any fees or emoluments other than
the annual salary provided by law,
and that all fees earned by any county officer should be paid into the
treasury of the county. County superintendents do not earn any fees
and have no opportunity to receive
any emoluments other than the annual salary provided by law. Therefore this clause cannot affect them.
If it could be held that the office
of county superintendent is a new
office, created by the constitution,
for which the legislature has provided no salary, the conclusion would be
Inevitable that such an officer ra.ist
serve without salary nntil the legislature fixes one; but there is no
rtpor-lntende-

super-intenden- ts

WHERE DOCTORS
FAILED TO HELP
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta
ble Compound Restored
Mrs. Green's Health
Her Own Statement
"

i

our .medicine has
Cpvington, Mo.
done'iSe more good than all tha doc
snr h meriminefl. At
s'
everwmonthlv oeriod
I had to s"'iy in bed
tour days Deause oi
and
i hemorrhages,
my back was so weak
I could hardly walk.
I have been taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's

MX

ComVegetable
and now I can

pound

stay up and do my
work. I think it is
the best medicine on earth for women."
Mrs. Jennie Gkeen, Covington, Mo.

How Mrs. elite Avoided
Operation

can Say Sat
Brownsville,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
has done me more" good than anything
else. One doctor said I must be opera
ted upon for a serious female trouble
and that nothing could help me but an
lnd.-- "I

operation.
"I had hemorrhages and at times
could not get any medicine to stop them.
I got in such a weak condition that I would
have died if I had not got relief soon.
"Several women who had taken your
Compound, told me to try it and I did
and found it to be the right medicine to
build up the system and overcome
female troubles.
" I am now in great deal better health
than I ever expected to be, so I think I
it"-M- rs.
O. M.
ought to thank you for
,

Cline,

S. Main

St,

Brownsville, Ind.

8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THUFf DAY,

4.

ground for that position. 1 Jelievj
that county superintendents arj
only 'twice In the constitution
and that such mention merely recognizes their existeuce. Section 2 of
Article VII declares that women are
qualified to hold the office of county
school superintendent, and section 6
of Article XII provides that the state
board of education shall include a
county superintendent of schools. Under these circumstances I believe
that the
laws as to salaries of county superintendents continue in force by virtue of section 4
of Article XXII of the constitution
which continues all territorial laws,
not inconsistent with the constitution, in force until altered or repealed. Therefore, I see no reason to
doubt that the superintendents can
continue to receive salaries under
the territorial laws thus continued in
force. I find nothing in the San Miguel county cases in conflict with
this view.
Yours truly,
F. W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.
Citizens Ditch Project Approved.
State Engineer Charles D. Miller,
approved change of point of diversion
made by the Citizens Ditch and Irrigation company of Aztec, New Mexico. This is a change of point of diversion on Permit No. 60, granted
several years ago to this company,
and was caused by the washing out
of the headgate during the recent
floods. The point of diversion has
been moved up stream about a mile
and a half and conveys water to
acres of land. A great many thou
sands of fruit trees have been plant
ed under this project and the state
engineer, in approving this change
which conflicted with the filing of
Jay Turley No. 438, approved the
same on this ground, that the ditch
system had been in operation and
had considerable money spent upon
it, whereas the other proposition was
still on paper and the interest of the
state required that encouragement
should be given to those who construct.
Other Applications for Water Rights.
Application No. 625 by M. Martinez
of Virsylvla, N. M., for water of Rlto
Quemazon, small irrigation project In
northern Taos county. Approved.
Application No. 566, A. I Taylor,
for waters of Cottonwood draw, Eddy
county. Approved,
Application No. 17, extension of
time. Farmers Development company,
approved. This project has 3,000
acres under cultivation, and a extension of time to beneficial use was
granted on this ground.
No. 240, cnange of point of diversion by Capital Securities company
from the point of the Turley south
side ditch to the Intake of the Hammond ditch of 1140 cubic feet, approved.
No. 151, by Krause & Fletcher, El,
Paso, water power 6n Rio Penasco,
cancelled, failure of applicant to construct in accordance with the requirements of the office.
No. 354, W. P. Turner, et al,
Power project on the Penasco.
Also rejected for same reason.
No. 336. T. C. Tillotson, Roswell,
power project on the Penasco filed
subsequent to Nos. 151 and 354, approved, the way having been cleared
for the approval of this application
which hag been on file for several
years by the rejection of the Krause
and Turner filingB.
No. 580, Gila Farm company, for
waters of Duck creek, Irrigation of
cueu-iione- d

some time later. Thf members of the
board desire the New Mexican to ex
press for them an appreciation of the
courtesies of the tx-a- l
dentists who
gave their offices and equipment
readily for the free clinics and other
work of the board.
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BUILDING

NEWYORKSPENDS

FORTH EON
ROADS
OVER THREE THOUSAND MILES
OF HIGHWAY UNDER CONSTRUCTION IN STATE.
New York, June 20. The Touring
hands
Club of America is Joining
with the highway department at Albany in pushing forward the work on
good roads in New York state. The
.general department maps are being
used in the various touring bureaus
of the club and special maps are be

ing prepared showing all the existing
highways under state contract now
built and those to be put under con
struction this summer. Where contractors have commenced work they
have been Instructed to post conspicuous placards giving information rela
tive to detours on roads around the
torn up strips of highway. Many auacross these
tomobiles have come
roads undergoing repairs or rebuilding and have been seriously inconvenienced by taking roads which led
them off their course. The placards
will tell them just how to get back
on the main road, the cost for the
cards to be provided by the state department of highways.
The state of New York is doing
more this year for the improvement
of highways than any other state in
the union. There are' approximately
80,000 miles of road in the state of
New York, about 3,000 miles of which
have been improved as state or coun
ty highways; 3,000 miles have been
macadamized as lown roads, 8,000
miles have been improved by towns
as gravel roads; 40,0u0 miles have
been shaped to some extent and
miles remain in their original
26,-00- 0

condition.

There are now 1,000 miles under
contract. The highway commission
is putting approximately 2,200 miles
more under construction this season;
in fact, is in the midst of the first
big letting of 1,100 mites, which is
the greatest amount xi mileage ever
let at one time in the history of the
state. This 1,100 miles is divided into
about 240 strips of roadway of various types of construction best suited
to the existing traffic needs. Heretofore no continuous routes were built,
but the policy of the present commission is to lay out and complete the
great trunk lines throughout the state
and at the same time give a fair apportionment of mileage to each county.
Of the original $50,000,000 bond issue making up the (hignway improvement fund, $27,000,000 has already
been used and about all the balance
in building the im.will be spent
mense mileage this season and in

maintenance.

20, 1912.
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WOMEN
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Saturday,

IS
SCHOOL
NEW TECHNICAL
THEM ONE OF
TEACHING
MEN'S TRADES

Ground was broken this week at
Winrield Station, L. I., and the cornerstone will be laid within 4 month
for a school biulding in which womtii:
will be taught practically every one
of the building trades, says the
Christian Science Monitor. The institution will be carried on under the
auspices of the Master Builders' association, an organization composed
of 80 contractors of Greater New York
and it is said that the step Is being
takjen in response to over 60 communications from women who desln.M
to enter and follow those vocations.
There does not exist at present ny
school, or any means in this country,
through which women may fit themselves for the building trades. In Berlin there Is a school for this purpose
which is equipped with accommodations for '300 pupils. It was a study
of this institution that led the president of the Master Builders' association to propose the school for New
York.
The Long Island building will be

ejuipped to teach carpentering, brick
eteamfittlng, steel
construction, etc. The pupils will al- so be taught the higher branches of
the trade, such as estimate making,
contract bidding, superintending. In
Berlin last year 46 women were emof
ployed as bosses in the erection
buildings.
The establishment of this Bchool, it
would appear, is due not so much to
a lack of male labor as to a lack of
skilled workmen: All sorts and condi
tions of unskilled labor have entered
ltno the building trades. Instances are
mentioned of butchers, painters, upholsterers, bakers, even veterinary surgeons, taking them up as makeshifts.
Skilled women workers w'ill be far
more valuable than unskilled
men,
and it is proposed through the agency
of the new school to fix a standard
that men workers will have to grow
and live up to.
Just as soon as the Long Island
school begins to turn out graduates,
for instance,' the president of the Master Builders' association Itnends to
apply to the legislature for a law fix
ing the qualifications of those who
engage as workers in the building
trades. In the future, this official declares, there will he a greater need
for trained builders than (ever before.
because there are some 68,000 build
ings that must be reconstructed in
New York City alone to meet the
safety requirements of thte) new fire
prevention law.
It should be said, that it la not the
aim of the new school "to fit the
women students altogether for the
performance of the manual part of the
trades that will be taught them, but
for employing others and doing the
necessary headwork."! This is a nice
compliment to woman's intellectual
endowments, and it will doubtless go
far toward softejnlng any criticism
that otherwise might be directed,
against the employment of the sex
in the heavier trades.

In Dry Goods, Women's Misses and Childrens
Garments, Boy's Clothing, Men's
and Boy's Hats and Caps, Trunks, Suitcases and Bags, and all Children's Shoes and Oxfords at
Ready-to-We-
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Baldwin Dresss, Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose, Wun- derhose, Cadet Hose, Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Monogram
Stenci,8i Bedding, Butterick Patterns, Publications and Threads
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WHY

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod-

uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
,
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be-- .
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

instances it has been
In, many
found that previous types of construction did not stand up and resurfacing
and a general overhauling were nec
essary, which work is being pushed
1,400 acres, approved.
No. 606, J. J. Hyatt of Deming, for by the highway bureau of maintenflood water to Irrigate probably 1,200 ance and Repair Deputy Charles
Foley.
teres, approved.
New Bond Issue Necessary.
No. 607, B..B. Morgan, Deiniug,
There remain now 1,300 miles of
small irrigation project in Luna covn
state highways and 6,800 miles of
ty, approved.
No. 360, A. A. Jones, East Las Ve county highways yet to be .built in
screams first notified the mother
gas, waters of Galllnas, Pecos Arroc. order to complete the highway systhat something terrible had happenTecolote, Coyote, etc., rejected. Fall tem as laid out Of the latter the
ed. She quickly extricated the little
ure of applicant to publish notice aR state board bears 65 per cent of the
fellow
and physicians were at once
cost
passthe
office
Therefore,
legislature
by
required
regulation.
and Strength BacK summoned, who rendered every aid
No. 415, P. S. Young, of Hope, ed a bill authorizing tho issue of an- Her Health
small Irrigation project of SOl acr.?s. other bond issue of $50,000,000 for
possible in an effort to save his life.
Again by The Use of Cardui.
Medical science was unavailing, howapaproved for waters of iSagle diaw. highway Improvement to be" referred
ever and death resulted at 3:15 in the
to the people at tne coming elections
Funds for State Treasury.
Tampa, Fla. In a letter from this atfernoen. Mr. Welch, father of the
The following funds fcave been re- this fall. Every effort is being made City,
Mrs. E. C Corum writes: "I was
ceived by State Treasurer O. N. Mar- - to put this through.
all weakened and worn out with wo- boy, 13 an employe of the Santa Fe
It is intended tbat should the new manly troubles. My husband brought shops. The body will be sent east
ron: James A. Balrd, treasurer of
me some Cardul as a
and, from for burial.
Otero county, $7,082.09; A. Davidson, bond issue become available the the first day, it seemedtonic,
to help.
treasurer Chaves county, $5,002.02; funds for highways shall be apporI had almost lost my reason, but,
Nestor C. de Baca, treasurer Union tioned to the counties upon a percent- thanks to Cardul, I did not Soon. ' I
felt and looked like a new woman. I PATTEN TO VISIT FAR NORTH.
Will M. Robbins, age basis of mileage, area and popula- think the
county, $5,425.21;
I
remedy is wonderful.
New York, June 20. John A. Patan
to
value.
lhave
each
recommend it to my friends, for I have
treasurer, Sierra county,
equal
$481.74; tion,,
it."
benefit
from
received
great
ten, who is credited with having
game protection fund, $11.50; C. D.
Cardul acts specifically on the weak
a successful corner in cotton
Miller, stream gauging fund, $1,000.
ened womanly organs, strengthening
some years ago and later displayed
muscles
and
and
the
nerves,
Commissioners.
When
building
Best
the
Penitentiary
Buying, Buy Only
its genius as a speculator by pulling
Costs no more but gives the best kthem up to health.
Friday forenoon at ten o'clock, the
s
It helps to refresh the worn-ou- t
r
Results
down several millions in the Chicago
board of penitentiary commissioners
system and relieves the effects o(
H. L.
Esdalle, Wis., says overwork,
wheat pit, sailed for Europe today to
and physical.
both
mental
will organize and also award con lis wife Blomqulst,
an1
considers Foley's Honey
Fifty years' successful use fully begin a summer vacation trip that
tracts for supplies, the bids for which Tar Compound the best cough cure
the merit of this purely vege- will be confined to the
prove
vain the market. "She has tried
regions of the
must be in the hands of Warden
tonic remedy for women. table,
best
but
the
rious
kinds
not
Foley's
visited
some
north
gives
far
live
by tourIn
there
10
fore
tomorrow
usually
o'clock
every
community,
by
esult of all." O. G. Sc'inefer and who have been benefited by. Cardul.
ists. v Norway, Spltzbergen, Iceland
noon.
led Cross Drug Co.
The beneficial effects of this time
Dental Board.
tested woman's remedy, soon show and Greenland will be Included in the
ways.
The state board of dental examinitinerary. Mr. Patten is accompanied
There Is no real need or anyone be- themselves in many different
,
Try it
on the trip by his son "Jack" Patten,
ers concluded a three days' session ing troubled with constipation. ChamN.' B. Write to: ladlw' Advisory Dept., Chtt
and Dr. Abram W. Harris,' president
last night but will not be ready to berlain's Tablets will cause an agreefor Special
the bowels without eooffa Medicine Co., Chittanootr'Tenn.,
announce the successful ones among able movement ofeffect.
"Home Traatmaol of Northwestern University at Evansand
e.
Instructions,
a
Give them
any unpleasant
for women. acnOn plain
requaab
ton, 111.
the seven applicants for license until trial. For sale by all dealers.
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EXCURSIONS
PUEBLO, COLO. $11.90

COLORADO

SPRINGS

$13.70

ST. PAUL, MINN

$46.30

DENVER $16.60
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ADVERTISED GOODS

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Welch, of 319 South
Arno street, accidentally fell Into a
tub of scalding water yesterday morning and sustained such fearful Injuries that he passed away, at 3:15
o'clock in the afternoon. Mm Welch,
the mother pf the boy, was completely
by the tragic death of her
prostrated
A FATAL ACCIDENT
and was unable to give any par- baby
Albuquerque, N. M., June 20.
Hculara It is believed, however, that
Claude Welch, four year old son of the
scalding water was set out in a
tub for the purpose of washing clothes.
No one was present when the lad
stumbled into the tub and agonizing

HOW

IT PAYS

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

$40.30

CHICAGO, ILL

$46.30

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia.
Tickets on sale daily June 1st. to Sept 30th. are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return
limit October 31st, 1912.
Also tickets good for return within
sale to many points in East.

60

days from date on

,

NEW YORK, N. Y. VIA STANDARD LINES
YIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES

$75.30

$72.30

ner-Ton-

For further information call on or write.

D. L. BATGIIELOR,

Agent.
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ABOUT 'PHONE
DISPATCHING

ployees' macrazlne for June consists of
a striking photograph of M. J. Drury,
who entered the service of the Santa
Fe 23 years so, and proceeded to
make good right from the start when
he was engaged as a machinist In the
Topeka shops. He has served In various capacities and after many years
absence, he is back in the shops at
Topeka, as the head of that institution

which employs 3,000 men. The railroad people of Arkansas, City are es
GAIN
pecially interested in tie career of
Mr. Drury, who was at one time mas
ter meohanlo of the Oklahoma diviU M. JoneB, superintendent of tel- sion, which position his son, Charl
egraph or the Santa Fe, headquarters Js. Drury also filled for several montlt
In Topeka Is an authority on the new and the son, like the father, is a very
telephone system of dispatching. Mr. progressive and successful, railroad
Jones gave a valuable paper 'before man. One of the chief factors In their
the recent meeting of railway tele- success has been the great popularity
graph superintendents In New York. of both men with th,e employes who
The paper wag entitled, "What the have worked under them. Tbey are
Telephone Has Done for the Santa big hearted and generous with the
Pa." . In part it read:
men, and their efficiency is Increased
"The only objection, which has 'been by the employes who put forth the'r
brought to my notice la the one due best licks to make a good showing fr.r
to the use of the headband receiver, the departments which are conducted
wKlch It is necessary for the dlspatch- - under the supervision of M. J. and C.
er to wear constantly for eight hours J. Drury, the latter master mechanic
dally. The pressure of the band and of the Santa at Amarillo, Texas.
SANTA
FE
AUTHORITY
SYSTEM CAUSES TIME
OF 50 PER CENT

SAYS

It weight, with that of the receiver,

in time becomes annoying. The hard

rubber shell of the receiver cap makes
a heavy pressure upon parts of the
ear; the soft rubber cushion, If used.
relieves this trouble to a considerable
extent, but in warm weather causes
considerable perspiration and conse- u,ent uncomfortable feeling. Here, It
seems to me, is the largest field for
Improvement. We should have a
transmitter sufficiently powerful
to
permit placing a receiver dn such a
position that the despatcher may hear
y Placing his ear near it, and in this
way avoid the necessity for the use of
the headband receiver. W9 have all
noticed operators along the line wearing the receiver headband while engaged on other work, which is done
for th,e purpose of keeping in touch
with train movements. In this, we
must admit an advantage in favor of
the telegraph.
"The advantages of the telephone
are great. The first, and one that is
noticeable as soon as a clrcut is placed in service, is the time saved In calling offices. A weather report may
be secured from 20 offices in less
than five minutes, ' By telegraph it
would probably take 20 minutes and
"be closed with possibly
of
the offices falling to respond. It is
not unusual for the despatcher to be
-- or Western
mailed iigonhya-rela- y
Union office to ring an office for
which they have a rush message and
are unable to raise the office promptly by telegraph, and this he can do
with practically no effort.
"In transmitting orders, the speed
is regulated by the despatches, who
writes the order in his book at the
time it is sent. While some time is
saved in transmission, probably 25
per cent, by far the greatest saving
is made in repeating. An order may
be repeated ' in approximately
the time required for telegraph
repetition. The consensus of opinion
is that the telephone increase the efficiency of the train despatcher at
least 25 per cent; some Insist that Bf
uer cent Is nearer correct. In some
cases it may be possible to lengthen
districts and possibly get along with
fewer despatchers."
one-fourt- h

one-fourt- h

AMERICAN HANDICAP SHOOT
Springfield, 111., June 20. Amateur

and professional trap shooters, numbering several hundreds and including the best iu the country, faced the
traps at the grounds of the Illinois
Gun club today in the preliminary
events in the annual Grand American
The tournahandicap tournament
ment will continue the greater part
of a week and from all indications
it will be one of the most successful In the history of the famous event
Among the noted shots who will contest for the f 1,000 cash prize and the
diamond
badge emblematic of the
championship are Fred Gilbert of
Spirit Lake, la., Fred G. Bills of
Chicago, George W. Maxwell of Nebd
marksraska, the famous
man; Charles C. Spencer of St Louis,
three times winner of the world's
Tom Marshall of
championship;
one-arme-

Keithsburg, 111., twice winner of the
Grand American Handicap, and W. R.
Crosby and R. O. Helkes, who were
members of the famous
team that toured Europe several
years ago.
UNSINKABLE SHIPS.
New York, June 20. Lieutenant
Commander Marston Nlles, TJ. S. N.,

retired, has given to the members of
the New York Maritime Exchange the
details of his invention for making
ships unsinkable. His idea, according to a drawing submitted to the exchange, is the Installation under the
decks of rectangular tanks of thin
sheet iron, each separated from its
neighbors, in order that Injuries may
not be communicated to any considerable distance.
These air filled compartments will
buoy the vessel, he claims, when she
subsides, buoying her sucessively, as
by sinking she causes each tier of
tanks to displace more and more water and ultimately' - preventing her
plunging to the bottom of the sea.
This arrangement, Lieutenant Commander Nlles declares, would make
any ship practically unsinkable as a
result of collision or even of fire.

frontispiece

of the

LARGEST
,

FALLS
MANY
POWER FOR
SUPPLIES
SCETHRIVING INDUSTRIES;
NIC BEAUTY NOT HURT
A one time waterfalls in large riv
ers were interesting only because of

their scenic beauty and their very
existence was deplored because they
obstructed navigation. But man has
found a way to harness these mighty
power producers and today they are
of the greatest value to the commer
cial world because the millions of
water horse power can bo changed in
to electricity and transmitted for hundreds of miles to be used as a reliabl i
substitute for our vanishing coal sup
ply.
When it is remembered that two cu- bic feet of water, weighing 125 pounds
by falling a distance of only six feet,
will produce one horse power of energy, it Is easy tot comprehend that millions and millions of horse power are
wasted every minute by the torrents
of wat,er tumbling over Niagara, the
Victoria Falls and the Iguassu river
and mahy lesser falls throughout the
world. Thia falling water la guided
by steel and concrete penstocks to
powerful water turbines which whirl

great electric generators. The current produced In this way Is easily
transmitted for hundreds of miles
over small copper wires to the cities
and towns where It Is used to haul the
railroad trains, to drive the great
manufacturing plants and to give us
light and heat
Loyal as we all are to our country,
we must admit that even the mighty
torrent of Niagara ranks but third in
size when compared to the waterfalls
The largest of the
of, the world.
earth's waterfalls, the Victoria falls
of the Zambesi river in Rhodesia, are
S86 feet high and more than a mile
wide, and were discovered by Livingstone in 1 881 The water power of
these falls is estimated to be fully
35,000,000 horse vower, two and one-hal- f
times that of Iguassu and Ave
times that of Niagara.
By way of
comparison it Should be noted that
the aggregate water power of the
whole of Europe cannot greatly exceed 35,000,000
horse power. The
demands
made at
present on
these falls are modest The Victoria
Falls Power company ask for only
one
150,000 horse power, less than
part of the whole.
South America possesses a waterfall
which exceeds Niagara both in width
and in height and is actually the second largest waterfall ' In the world.
This little known waterfall Is that of
the Iguassu river, tributary of the
Parana, ' and, like Niagara, it is situated at the boundary of two states,
each of which owns half of It The
total water power, of the Iguassu fall',
which la 213 feet high and nearly
two miles wide, is estimated as about
14,000,000 horse power.
This is approximately equal to the aggregate
water power of all Scandinavia, which
is rich in waterfalls, or about ten
times the total water power of Ger,

a sprained ankle may as a rule be
cured in from three to four days by
Liniment and
The applying Chamberlain's
observing the directions with each many
Em
Santa Fe
bottle. For Bale by all dealers.

Word for Drury
Arkansas City.. Kan., June 20.
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This year we are selling

Aik to m Aa Stove at
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Free
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The New Perfection Broiler
The. New Perfection Toaster
The New Perfection Griddle
each designed specially for use on the New
Perfection Stove.
With thee appliance and tke New Perfection glut
door si eel oven, the New Perfection u juit as complete
and efficient a ttove ai a regular coal range. Certainly, it
U much cleaner and cheaper. ,

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne,
Boiae, Salt Lake City

Butte,

There is no other waterfall in the
world which is at all comparable in
greatness wtih the Zambesi, Iguassu
or the Niagara. Asia, notwithstanding its colossal mountain ranges, is
comparatively poor in large waterfalls, which are found ' most abundantly in Africa and North America.
The largest African streams especially are interrupted by many falls of
considerable height The Congo has
several high falls which, owing to the
great volume of the river, about 16
times that of the Nile, may be counted among the most Important sources
of water power on earth. The Stanley Falls In the middle reach of the
river consist of seven successive
falls, of a total of 164 feet and
a width of nearly 4,000 feet, and offer
an exceedingly rich source ofypower
which probably will soon be exploited.
Still more important is the the tot-twater power which the Congo desection
velops In the
etxending from Its mouth to Stanley
Pool. Here the river, confined In a
channel only a few hundred yards
wide and with a depth of water
of nearly
three
hundred
feet,
flows with a velocity) of 48 feet a second, so that a every point of the
stream 25,000 to 30,000 cubic meters,
or about 1,000,000 cubic feet of water are hurled along with irresisitlble
force, while 32 rapids and waterfalls
lower the level of the stream by 820
feet in a stretch of 170 milesi
The lower Nile In Egypt possesses
a series of rapids, the celebrated cataracts of the Nile, but' no waterfa.l
In the strict sense of the word. True
.

t
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waterfalls oocur on the upper Nile, the
most beautiful of them at the voint
where the stream Issues from Lake
Victoria Nyanxa. This RIpon fall Is
only a few yards in height but the
volume of water is so great that it
presents a magnificent spectacle.
Comparatively few persons know
which is the highest waterfall in Europe. The most voluminous of Euroare
pean waterfalls, strictly
the Rhine Falls at Schaffhausen, but
highest Bre the RJaken falls of the
Mann-lCl- f
river in the Norwegian pro
vince of Telemarken. The principal
fall is 800 feet high and the otal
height of the two chief falls with
the intervening rapids amounts to
1,SS7 feet while the average flow of
water is GO cubic meters or 1,760
cubic feet per second.
The Rjuken
falls with their total energy of 250,000
horse power have been converted to
industrial uses..
In Sweden, the falls of Trollhatta,
the most celebrated of all Scandinavian waterfalls, have 'been nearly all
now employed for the production of
electricity. The government itself
has recently established here a power
station with a capacity of 40,000 horse
power. This, now the largest water
power station In Europe, will soon be
surpassed, however, by the station at
Rjuken In Norway and by a still
larger station in the north of Sweden,
which will serve for the operation of
the London railway. The Porjus falls,
at which this last mentioned station
will be placed, is only one fall, or
rather rapid, of a long series formed
near Its source in the
by the Lule-El- f
lake region of Lapland.
The largest
and most beautiful of these lakes is
the celebrated Harsprang, which
forms the subject of many legends.
The Porjus power station Is expected
to reach completion in 1914 and to
develop soon afterward about 80,000
horse power, and it is estimated that
Its total water power in summer after
its sources of supply have been regulated, will be about 300,000 horse
power.
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BAD WITH THE

FAMILY
ONE OF THE ASTORS, HE WAS
DISINHERITED
FOR MARRY.
INQ GIRL HE LOVED
One member of the Astor family
who had not sea John Jacob Astor
for more than a quarter of century,
but who doubtless honored the dead

Quick
Vf

fit on any

v

Q.D. Quicker

J

yy ':Jt

Rim

for the heroic man
ner in which he met death on the Ti
tanlo, did not attend the funeral of
Colonel Astor, says the New York
multi-millionai-

Clincher

World.

Just as superior to other tires
as Michelin Red Inner Tubes are to
other tubes

At noon, when the tolling of bells
In the little village of Rhlnebeck announced the beginning of funeral ser
vices over the body of Colonel Astor,
Henry Astor, the only kin of Colonel
Astor of his father's generation, was
quietly reading in the library of his
home in an adjoining county.
At West Co pake, Columbia, county,
N. Y., in the pretty country house
where for more than 40 years he has
lived in comparative isolation, the on
ly surviving son of William B. Astor
sat among his books seemingly unmindful that the body of his nephew.
"Master Jack," as he once called him
"was soon to be consigned to the'

IN STOCK BY
Las Vegas Auto and Machine Co.,1
E. Las Vegas, N. M.

tomb.

Henry B. Astor, by seniority head
of the Astor family since trip death
of Colonel Astor's father, has never
sought to claim that honor. Rather

FULLY EQUIPPED

$1,050

AT YOUR DOOR

he has sought to be lost sight of
since the day, nearly half a century
a
ago, when he married comely
DInehart, daughter, of John Dine-har- t,
a simple, prosperous farmer of
Mal-vln-

"

Red Hook, N. Y.
It cost the young scion of the then
richest house in America $30,000,000
and his social standing. For contracting marriage with a young woman
whose social standing was considered by the Astors far 'beneath their
own, Henry Astor was disinherited by
his father, William B. Astor. Later,

In the Porjua rapid the river des
cends 164 feet in about two miles.
The Parsprang is also half waterfall
and half rapid and accomplishes a
descent of 244 feet in 1 miles. The
Harsprang would therefore yield
more power than the Porjus.
when Henry Astor's brother, William
Astor, died, leaving a vast fortune,
COMMENCEMENT AT HARVARD
the family's resentment toward the
Cambridge, M&ijs., June 20. Amerl recalcitrant relative was expressed In
ca's oldest educational institution. this paragraph in William Astor's
Harvard University, today closed Its will:
276th year, graduating a class of
"It is my will and intention that
more than 500 students. The com
neither my brother, Henry Astor, nor
mencement was accompanied by all
or next
his issue, shall, as heirs-at-lathe exercises and ceremonies that the
of kin, receive any portion of my escustom of years has established for
tate, and any said portion to which
the occasion. The features of the day
he or,they would in any contingency
included the gathering at old Mas
be entitled I give to the trustees of
sachusetts hall of the president and the Astor
library for the corporate
fellows, overseers, faculties and invitpurposes of the said institution."
ed guests and alumni of the univer
This and all similar rebuffs' Henry
sity, the march to Sanders theater,
as a matter
where the graduating exercises were Astor accepted semlngly
'
course. That the wife of his
of
held, and finally the meeting of the
alumni association. As dn former choice belonged to the same social
his grandfather Henry Astor
years, the exercises of the day and rank as
never asserted during the years that
to
and
theater
Sanders
processions
Memorial hall were In charge of the It was sought to heap humiliation up
class that is celebrating the twenty on him. Although his grandfather
fifth anniversary of its graduation had been a peddler and his uncle a
this year, the class of 1887 having the butcher, Henry Astor did not point
out that the daughter of a
honor.
farmer should- - make a wife worthy
of any man whose progenitors could
VIRGINIA BANKERS IN SESSION
claim to no greater social rank
Old Point Comfort, Va., June 20- .- lay
than hers. Henry Astor contented
Noted men or finance from all sechimself with conducting a prosperous
tions of the Old Dominion, with a
chain of farms in association with
number of invited guests from other
his father-in-law-.
states, assembled here today to take
To a man of the moderate tastes of
part in the annual meeting of the Vir- "Uncle
Henry"; as he was called by
ginia Bankers' association. The meet his neighbors, the
cutting off of $30,'
ing will continue In session over to- 000,000 from his inheritance made no
morrow and Saturday.
material difference. Several millions
had come down to him from his
grandfather. A social light in hi3
earlier years, "UaVde Henry1, (who
had been Immensely fond of traveling and had made sveeral world-toursettled down to a quiet existNo young woman, In the joy of ence, further alienating himself from
coming motherhood, should neglect the rest of the Astor family by sarto prepare her system for the physicastically commenting on the shams
cal ordeal she is to undergo. The
and delusions of the world In which
health of both herself and the coming
he had formerly lived.
child depends largely upon the care
John Binehart, Uncle Henry's
she bestows upon herself during the
had once been a gardener
Waiting months.. Mother's Friend
prepares the expectant mother's sys- on the Astor estate. Before he left
tem for the coming event, and its use the Astor employment he had become
makes her comfortable during all the manager and superintendent
He Interm. It works with and for nature, vested shrewdly in profitable farms,
and by gradually expanding all tis- and knew
every angle of scientific
sues, muscles and tendons, involved,
when his wealthy
agriculture
and keeping the breasts in good conwent into partnership with him.
dition, brings the woman to the crisis
John DInehart has long since passIn splendid physical condition. The
baby; too, is mbre apt to be perfect and ed away. The simple monument that
strong where! the mother has thus marks his grave in the cemetery of
prepared herself for nature's supreme the Methodist church at West Copake
function. Nil better advice could ba
bears two names "DInehart" and
given a youife expectant 'mother than
that she U39 Mother's Friend; it is a "Astor." When "Uncle Henry" dies
medicine that ins proven its value bis body will lie beside those of his
in thousands ct
wife's family in the rural churchcases.
Mother!
yard, far removed from the imposing
Friend is sold ai
mauisoleoum of the Astor family in
awrr?tf
old Trinity cemetery, where now rests
book for expect
the body of Colonel Astor.
'
ant mothers which contains much
A
valuable information, and many suggestions of a heir- ;il nature.
X
Old papers for sal
offloe,
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end
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quality for less than
the manufacturer and ourselves.
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"POLLY" BARR WEDS percentage, 90 Eloisa Baca, Bernards Martinez, Mildred Chandler; dran
ESTABLISHED 1S79.
by Bernarda Martinez.
Published By
PRETTY RATON GIRL Prize for neatness. Standard, 95
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Eloisa Baca, Bernardo Martinez;,
.
;
(Incorporated)
Josephine Murphy; drawn by Josephine Murphy.
THE
JOINS
PITCHER
MAROONS'
. M. PADGETT
..EDITOR
Prize for plain and fancy needlo- RANKS OF THE BENEI
work, awarded to Sofia C. de Baca.
DICTS.
In primary department, prize for
eood
lessons Maria Lopez, Lleni
be
will
Las Vegas- fans probably
Ellen Rogers, Maggie Moi.
Trujlllo,
of
of
to
the
learn
marriage
surprised
Entered at the postoftice at East
n
Miller, Jessie Flores, Kln- tano,
Olga
.Rar-oin
'Polly'' Iiarr,- which occurred
Ma
transmlsNew
for
Vegas,
Mexloo,
A few duys ago Barr isa Gallegos, Lala Mares, Annie
Sunday.
ion through the United State mall
Rebecca
Grine,
Juanita
Casaus,
loof,
to
left, announcing that be would go
a second class matter.
Kansas City on a short vacation trip. Helen Nolan; drwn by Lala Mares. .
Prize for deportment Juanita Cas
At that time The Optic stated that it
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
was rumored he was to wed a Mis- aus, KeDecca cnavez, ueDecca urine;
Dally, by Carrier:
souri girl. It was not until the ar- drawn by Juanita Casaus.
.05
Per Copy ;
Having drawn for gold medals, but
rival of the Raton Range this morn.'
15
One Vek
that it was' known that Barr had failing to win any, Juanita Ullbarrl
65 ing
One Month
and
married a New Mexico girl. The had one struck for attendance,
7.60
One Year
one
for
chrititto.n
Maloof,
Mary
Range story is as follows:
Daily by Mali
Mr. Lawrence J. Barr and Miss
16.00
One Year
both well
A. McGrath,
S.00 Catherine
Blx Months
known younc neonle of Raton, were
quietly united In marriage Sunday af
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ternoon at 3 o'clock at the home of
GROWER
bride's mother, Mrs. Margaret
0 the
One Year
at 63G South Second street,
McGrath,
NOT QUIT
Blx Months
with Miss May McGrath, sister of the
bride, and Mr. E. J. Corrigan acting
fOaeh In Advance for Mall Subscrip- as best people.' Only the immediate
tions)
relatives of the family were present
Remit by draft, oheck or money to witness the wedding ceremony.
order. If sent otherwise we will not performed by Father Coney of the
(Continued from Page One)
Ve responsible tor loss.
Catholic church. Following the pret
.
on
appllca-Jonfree
Specimen copies
ty ceremony and the enjoyment of a
"Colonel Roosevelt authorizes me
delicious wedding dinner, .Mr. and to
say that any statement thai he
Mrs. Barr left on the 6 o'clock train
released his delegates is absolutehas
PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT that
evening for a month's visit with ly untrue."
TIME
OF
EXPIRATION
THE
friends and relatives living in MisSome of the Roosevelt leaders
PAID FOR.
souri and at Mr. Barr's home in Fort
on the

lie

gaily

Prize

(Dptic

PAIUV OPTIC,

VEGA8

HIE

0

RACE

-

Advertisers are guaranteed the
Urgeet dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In Northwestern
New Mexico.
TELEPHONES
BUSINESS OFFICE
NEWS DEPARTMENT
THURSDAY,

JUNE

20,

Main

2

Mala

9

1912.

Scott, Kan.

The marriage of these two promi
nent young people, while not a dis
tinct surprise to their many friends,
was consummated with a secrery that
prevented any previous knowledge of
the time of the event The bride is
one of Raton's best known and well
liked young ladles, having for the
past six years 'held the position of
clerk in the money oraer and postal
savings department In the Raton
where, by her pleasant and
obliging nature, she has won for herself an extended acquaintanceship of
good friends. , Mr. Barr has been a
resident of Raton for the past several
years, at present engaged in the Santa Fe train service out of Raton. He
has also taken a prominent part in
baseball in past seasons, being at
one time on the pitching; staff of the
Raton club and this year serving as
the leading pitcher on the Las Vegas
baseball team.' Both Mr. and Mrs,
Barr possess, a host of good friends
In Raton who are wishing them all
the happiness that comes with married life. With these we Join In ex
tending them our sincerest congrat
ulations.
post-offic-

FEATS OP REPORTING

e,

theory
however, proceeded
that Mr. Post's announcement was

correct
Senator Miles Polndexter of Washington said as he left the conference
room:

"Nothing has been determined. The
convention will recess until 8 o'clock
and the representatives of the Roosevelt delegations will hold a meeting
at 2 p. m., to decide on. all questions
as to what course shall be taken from
now on."

j

"Was any compromise candidate
mentioned In the conference?" he was

asked.
Great national conventions always
"No. There was no such discusfor
that
"TpirbYlde profitable pickings
sion."
horde of magazine journalists who
"Were any plans for averting! boll
hover about the scenes of confusion
taken up?"
pad write profoundly of their "im"No. It is certain that there will
The
present republican
pressions."
be a bolt as you call It. I do not call
national convention has attracted an
it a bolt It Is a beginning of a new
mnufiual number of these Itlresome
movement in - politics. We will not
persons who find a ready market In
be a faction of the republican party;
their
confess
.those' newspapers that
we will be a new party, a new force
own inability to handle important
In American politics," declared the
to
.these
news when they give space
senator.
syndicated articles. It is a hopeful
"Does Colonel Roosevelt's release of
eign "that most of the really great
his
own
trained
delegates mean that they will go
send
their
newspapers
to any other candidate?" he was
reporters to the big conventions and
asked.
print the news as it is developed
"No, not at all. It simply means
without effort at "fine writing" and
that they will be free to act as they
senseless rhetorical loquacity.
desire.
Colonel Roosevelt did not
In Chicago are congregated dozens HONOR STUDENTS OF
to
"muckwish
reckless
any man, by asking
hamper
of fledgling authors,
him to join in a bolt when bound by
and
"funny
rakers"
professional
(
LORETTO ACADEMY
instructions to Roosevelt. No greai
'men," who might write thgir stuff
movement can succeed if its followers
quite as well In New York or Kansas
City as far as the news value of their MANY YOUNG LADIES DID SUCH are (under any restraint."
"Will the Roosevelt delegates leave
product is concerned. Indeed It may
GOOD WORK AS TO MERIT
the hall?"
be taken as a fact that the people
MEDALS.
"That has not yet been, decided. The
right here in Kansas City have as
good if not a better knowledge of
Excellent work was done by the question of whether we shall endeavvhat is going on in Chicago than students of Loretto academy during or to hold a convention In this hall or
these untrained dllettants who are the past school year, as Is indicated leave the guilding and hold our conhanging about the outskirts of the by the large number of them who vention separately will be taken up
merited medals.
The list of those at this afternoon's meeting."
"""hlngs they know nothing about.
When the Roosevelt conference
Jn the art of reporting a profes- who merited medals and those who
broke from the doorway of the colsional training! and experience is received them is as follows:
worth more ,than mere reputation as
Christian doctrine gold medal, do- onel's suite, Flinn of Pennsylvania
a writer. It o one thing to polish up nated by Rev. P. Gilberton. Stand the first to come out dashed down a
magazine articles or produce labor ard per centage, 90 Elolse Baca, Ber back stairway.
"There is nothing to say, nothirg
ious novels, but it is quite another narda Martinez,
Josephine Murphy,
thing to be able to glean the real Juanita Ullbarrl, Mary Maloof, Beat- has been decided," he exclaimed.
Senator Clapp waved all' Inquirers
news from the riot of swiftly-movinrice Standish, Eloisa Baca, Helen Elevents amid such scenes aa are being liott; drawn-bway with an impatient exclamation.
Bernarda Martinez.
"
enacted in Chicago. Hero is no op
Christian doctrine prize, Loretto All of the other men In the conference
re
who
student
hurried away. Following the Post
Standard percentage, 90
portunity fop the
academy.
quires calm and correlated facts upon Agneda Delgado, Pepa Sena, Marga- announcement at 10:30 a, m. that Colwhich to base conclusions. It is the ret Floyd; drawn by Margaret Floyd. onel Roosevelt had released his delequick eye, the alert Judgment and
Deportment gold medal, donated by gates from all obligation to support
that unerring instinct which knows Rev. A. Rabeyrolle.
Standard per his candidacy, the scene around tfie
the shortest way io the very heart of centage, 95 Eloisa Baca, Bernarda Congress hotel was one of confusion.
things that counts, And in this real Martinez, Mary Vigil, Josephine Mur- The report was received with varying
effect and given several Interpretawork of expert reporting there are phy; drawn by. Mary Vigil.
.. '
dozens ' of men whose names are
;
Attendance gold medal, donated by tions.
of
outside
newspaper
of
known
Roosevelt
Stanard percentage,
Groups
J. O'Byrne.
scarcely
delegates gathoffices. The public demands ultimate 99 Eloisa Baca, Bernarda Martinez, ered to discuss it many of them
ly upon them for the facts and upon Mary Vigil, Josephine Murphy, Ruth cheering. It was said that 114 dele
them alone. Others may furnish the Case, Juanita Ullbarrl; drawn by gates had "signed up1 to go out of
the convention.
Others were inclinword painting and the ornamental Ruth Case.
embellishments, but the great eager
First scholarship gold medal, Loret- ed to believe that the course of the
public that is seeking for the true to academy. Standard percentage, 90 former president had made It easy
record of events as they transpire
Josephine Murphy,1 Ruth Case, Jua for them to remain in the convention
must depend upon those reporters nita Ulibarri; drawn by Josephine as "regulars" with an opportunity to
who never get their pictures in the Murphy.
vote for a third party candidate If
newspapers they serve. ' Kansas City
First music gold medal, donated by they choose.
Journal. ,
The third or compromise candidate
Graaf & Hayward. Standard percentage, 90 Eloisa Baca,' Marie Clem- talk was second In point of interest
to th(e exciting developments in the
ents; drawn by. Eloisa Baca.
GENERAL BRAGG DYING
music
Loretto
Roosevelt ranks, though the staunch
Second
medal,
20.
gold
Gener
Fond du Lac, Wis., June
al Edward C. Bragg, commander of academy Kuth Case, Josephine Mur Taft jeaderg declared jthere would be
the famous Iron brigade and former phy, Mildred Chandler, Bertie Leon no compromise candidate.
drawn by
"Teddy, the People's Choice"
toneressman Is said to be dying. He ard, Margaret Cousins;
That the Americas people and the
Is reported to be unconscious and Margaret Cousins.
Boarders' department gold medal, republican voters ofl the country alphysicians are said to have given up
donated by J. H. Stearns Reyes Val- ready
have nominated Theodore
hope. General Bragg Bragg served 'n
Val- - Roosevelt for the presidency of
the
diplomatic positions in Mexico, .Cuba dez, Ruth Case'J drawn' by Reyes
dez.
United States and pat Mr. Roose
and China.
,

g

:

20

velt and his followers will not recognize the national republican convention as regular unless the Hadey motion to oust & 72 contested delegates Is adopted, was the declaration
of Colonel Roosevelt and bis cam1
paign manager. Senator Dixon at
o'clock today.
Denies Legality of Convention.
and Senator
Colonel Roosevelt
Dixon conferred after the morning
adjournment and when they conclud
ed their discussion Mr. Roosevelt was
rushed through the crowd at the Congress hotel to his luncheon room and
Senator Dixon announced the conclu
sion that had been reached.
"We will not recognize the legality
of this
republican conven
tion until it purges Ubelt of the 78
stolen delegates enumerated in Governor lladley's motion of yesterday.

WILL

ROOSEVELT

THURSDAY, JUNE

4

2.

!

10

ORGANIZATION

"The nomination for president al
ready has been made. The American
people have named Theodore Roose
velt and elected a majority of more
than 100 delegates to this convention
These delegates must be recognized
or we will not recognize the conven
tion as the regular convention of tt
republican party."
"If the convention does not unseat
the 78 delegates what will happen?"
"That will come later. We will
await developments on this before
taking any further action," replied
Senator Dixon.
Colonel Roosevelt arranged for a
private conference with his leaders
to be held Immediately after luncheon. Not all the delegates will be
admitted.
"The statement that Roosevelt has
his delegates is untrue,"
releasedj
said Senator Dixon. "No such action
has been taken. Roosevelt could not
release the delegates from the states
in wheh direct primaries have been
held If he wanted to."
Post, who was responsible for the original statement that
the delegates had been released, said
later in the day that he had been mist
taken,
Taft Will Not Quit.
Washington, June 20. A report
from Chicago
reached the White
House today saying President Taft
had authorized Senator Crane to release (the Taft delegates to the national republican convention following Colonel Roosevelt's reported ac'
tion in releasing him.
Prescident'Taft immediately denied
the report and after he had talked
with Senator Crane over the long distance telephone, White House officials announced that Senator Crans
had denied having made any such
statement.
It was said the president's conversation with Crane had strengthened
his determined not to agree to any
The tenseness of the
compromise.
situation in Chicago waa retiectol to
day at the White House, although
President Taft himself was apparently little disturbed. He declined., however, to see newspaper men and officials announced there would be 'no
statements from Mm until the sit nation, was clarified. This was taken
to Indicate that new moves In the
game in which the president is the
central figure, may be expected at
any time.
Members of the cabinet discussed
politics with the president as long as
he was willing to talk on that subject One of them flatly asserted
there would be no compromise.
He
contradicted the report that a third
man might receive Mr. Taft's sup-

port
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, June 20. The course of
today's early market reflected the increasing uncertainty in the political
situation. Steadiness and a fair, degree of animation marked the opening, followed by heaviness in Reading, Lehigh Valley, Union
Pacific
bteel and Amalgamated.
Later the
coal shares rebounded to above yesterday's close, with material recovery
in the other issues. Can was again
conspicuous for its strength and Rubber's rise may haye been a belated
recognition of benefits to be derived
from the recent stock dividend. Other strong specialties were Harvester
and Texas company.
Bonds were

steady.

l
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Many
member of the
of the planks of the propoid platform received attention and several
of them were put in final ihape lor
the consideration of the full commit
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Fare For The Round Trip
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tee.
Teddy Men In Credentials Committee
Roosevelt members of the creden-

tials committee, acting under the suggestion of Colonel Roosevelt, returned to the meeting of that committee today. Their statement last night that
they had "left the committee for
good" was followed by a decision to
go back and participate in the hearing of contest cases.
Undr the revised rules the Roosevelt men claimed they had won their
chief points, namely to secure the introduction of new evidence and to secure .greater time for debate. More
than an hour and a quarter was occuattorneys in
pied by the Roosevelt
side of the
Roosevelt
the
presenting
first case called, that of the Ninth
Alabama district.
Members of the committee express
ed doubt as to the possibility of concluding the 72 contest hearings in
time to make a report to the national
convention this afternoon. The roll
call showed' 80 Roosevelt men absent
Mr. Halbert declared seven of the
men who left the room last night still
were absent He asked for a delay une
til they could arrive. Chairman
said the meeting hour already
had jboen long passed and that con-- '
testants were ready and waiting to be
heard.
,
George R. Malby of New York, and
F. W. Estabrook of New Hampshire,
demanded the "delaying tactics of
the Roosevelt men be stopped."
"Oh, I know you are going to use
the Bteam roller methods," said Mr
Halbert.
"Not at all," returned Malby. "we
want to do business and you want to
prevent its (being done."
Mr. Halbert said he wanted "only
fair play."
"Oh, yes," shouted several commit
tee members, "you acted like It last

rj)
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.
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ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Makerof Uncommon Jewlefy.
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Roosevelt committeemen agreed In
a conference at noon to push only the
Arizona, California, Texas and Wash
ington contest cases, 48 delegates in
all. They declared these were the
most important cases.
No exhibition of feeling accompanied the defeat of the Roosevelt resolution to seat the Ninth Alabama del- -

J

egates. Those voting for the Roosevelt delegates were: Illinois R. R.
MoCormlck; Kansas, Ralph Harris;
Maine, Jesse M. LIbby;
Minnesota,
Hugh T. Halbert; Nebraska, H. E.
Sackett; New Jersey, J. Boyd Avis;
Missouri, Jesse Tollerton; North Carolina, C. H. Cowles; North Dakota, W.

p

If wff1

Lauder; Ohio, John J. Sullivan;
Daniel Norton; Oregon, A.
V. Swift; Pennsylvania, Lex N. Mitchell; Vest Virginia, Harry Shaw.
The Roosevelt members absent wej
Francis J. Heney, California; E. G.
Carrington, Maryland, S. X. Way,
South Dakota.
S.

Oklahoma,
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Our Annual Clearance Sale Started with a
crowd of satisfied costumers last Saturday. Don't
fail to follow the crowds and get your share of the

bargains offered.
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l he market closed strong. The
greatest activity and best prices of
the day were recorded in the final
hour when gains of one to three
points were shown in the i. active
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Fountain square.
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Many Feet Smaller Than the
35 subjects. Always something new.
Regulation Size, Which Would
Mlas Mary Van Vorees left this afGive Flynn an Unfair Advan-lagternoon on train "No. 10 for Colorado
Springs.
or, at Least, Would be
L. L. Hall was In Las Vegas to
More Favorable to the Pueb-loan- 's
day from his home In El Paso on

TRYING
jfe
N THE CHAMP

WINTERS DRUG CO.

f ho ue

Main

;

mean

NO NECESSITY
FOR REDUCTION
Always inquire of us

be-

fore buying elsewhere as
our prices remain the lowest for the highest class of
goods,

ar

Dry

Goods, Shoes and Clothing.'

Hoffmen

&

Grauberth

(The Popular Priced Store)

Phon Main 104.

A. M. McCready, Santa Fe traveling engineer, came In this morning
from Raton.
Ed Livingstone was In Lus v'cuas
yesterday and today from lus larm
near Cherryvale.
J. W. Bowden came in last night
from his home in Raton and was here
today on business. .
J. P. Breen of Trinidad came in
last night from Colorado and was
here today on business.
J. C. Millsap, superintendent of the
schools of Wagon Mound, was a visitor In Las Vegas today.
B. Romero, of the Romero
Drug
company of the West side, was In
Santa Fe yesterday on business.
William Comstock,
the land man
and dry farmer, returned last night
from a short "business trip to Kansas
R. Sparks of Santa Fe was a, vis
ltor in Las Vegas today, having come
In from the Capital City last even

Walter B. McFarltfft'd. pf Silver City
arrived this afternoon from his home
on a short business trip to Las Ve
gas.

,.

m..

P. N. Wielandy, representing the
Blackwell Wielandy company of St
Louis, came in this afternoon on bust
nesa.

.

Harvey Powers, an official In the
store department of the Santa Fe In
Topeka, was in Las Vegas today on
business.
Mr. and Mrs. David VJrfiternitz returned last "evening from Santa Fe
where they had been several days on

their wedding trip.

Arthur Haslett, Santa fe yard mas
ter In Clovis, arrived this afternoon
from his home for a short visit here
with friends and relatives.
Tommy Cannon, the official an
nouncer of the Johnson-Flynbout of
July 4, returned last evening from a
short business trip to Oklahoma.
JE,. J Engle, assistant to the presi
dent of the Santa Fe, passed through
on train No.
Las Vog&s
1 In private car No. 14 en route from
Chicago to Los Angeles, t'
Dr. Clifford Plue, successor to Dr.
E. L. Hammond, returned last evening from Santa Fe. Dr. Plue was one
of the candidates before the recent
meeting of the state dental ooard.
which was held In the Capital City.
Walter Burns arrived yesterday afternoon from Winnipeg, Canada, and
will be In Las Vegas some time visiting his mother, Mrs. Fred Wester- man, and sister, Miss Audrey Burns.
Jack Kroh, Santa Fe station agent
in Albuquerque, passed through Las
Vegas this afternoon en route from
the Duke City to the Santa Fe gener
al hospital in Topeka, where he will
undergo an Operation.
Dr. F It. lord returned last night
on train Nc;2 from Santa Fe, where
he has been for the past several days
attenUne
'meeting of the state
board dental of examiners. Seven, ap
pllcarjts for ! admission to practice
were received.
Ed Cochrane,' sporting editor of the
Kansas ,dty Journal, accompanied by
Mrs. Cochrane, arrived last night and
will be in Las Vegas until after July
4, covering the activities of the Fiynn
and Johnson camps and the "big
show" for his paper.
Lawrence Tamme arrived this af
ternoon from Ann Arbor, - Mich.,
where he has been a student in the
law school of Michigan university for
the past year. He will spend the
summer here, visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tamme. - '
n

n

FRYE'S HOTEL
Wagon Mound, New Mexico
40 miles north of Las Vegas
On Ocean to Ocean Road

Rat3

$3.00 Per Day

9

I Cafe De

-

Luxe

REGULAR DINNER

25o
SUNDAY DINNER

35o
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State

I

BARNES

ft

RUSH,

Q
.

Props.

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

OTOOD'S
BIlfTFTI

GENERAL

OFFICIAL DISPENSER

OF

OLD RIPY WHISKEY
COOHS GOLDEN BEER ON

All Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.

WOODFORD

ILL.

London, June 20 General Steward
L. Woodford, at one time- - lieutenant
governor of New York and formerly

United States minister to Spain, is
lying seriously ill dn an Inn near Oxford where he was stricken.

When health suggests

Family Trade Solicited

that something is wrong

Try

POSTUM
in place of Coffee

515 DOUOLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck

ft

high source.
It is understood
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business.

"There's a Reason"

(By Ed W. Smith)
They'll have to rebuild their arena
out on Eighth street before Jack
"V
Y
Johnson will consent to do battle in
it with Jim Flynn two weeks from
tiiis afternoon.
The ring is altogether too small to
suit the champion of the world.
He looked over the .measurements
I submitted to him
yesterday afternoon and then shook his head sadly.
"I wouldn't think of it at all," he
said as he handed back the slip. "It
looks to me as if they built Uiat thing,
or Intended to have the ring to suit
Flynn'a stylp of boxing, or fighting
JIM FLYNN
or whatever you may call It.
"From the looks of things you're the a defensive fighter and cautious to
only one that gave me a thought In a degree, is supposed to be favored
the matter for I wasn't consulted at l y the larger space in which he has
v
all."
to work with an opponent, and by the
Taking a trip out to the new arena same argument, his chances of making
yesterday morning I ran a tapeline a good fight would be lessened.by the
over the unfinished ring and discover smaller ring.
ed that it was exactly l!)feet from
At least that is thepiost logical way
post to post inaiile. It looked horribly of figuring it out
small to me and I asked the foreman
The articles of agreement, signed in
In charge of the work what he figured Chicago, do not mention the size of
would be the size of the fighting space the ring. They simply state that the
when the ring was completed.
contest is to be decided under Queens-berr-y
"It will be' 17 feet six inches from
rules, which In turn' state the
rope to rope,"1 he replied.
regulation ring to be 24 feet "or as
Knowing this might start an argu- near that size as practical." The John
ment and figuring that. It would be son party naturally bplleves that as
better to have all the arguments of there Is nothing but space where the
this sort settled right now, I submit- arena is built, the ring can be made
ted the measurements to both men.
regulation size just as well aa not.
If the ring Is to be enlarged it must
The eccentricities ol fne weather
be enlarged now before further work were shown sharply her yesterday.
on the seating arrangement is done. It rained so hard at Johnson's Old- In another three days the place will town training quarters that his box
be so far completed that any changes ing ring was flooded and the rewill be out of the question.
mainder of his al fresco gymnasium
Wp saw Flynn first as he works ear- had all the appearance of one of the
lier in the day than Johnson.
southern flood pictures. As a result
"How big would you like to have the of this downpour the champion was
ring for this scrap?" Jim was asked. unable to take his usual routine of
"About three feet, if I had my way," work, contenting himself with some
was the confident reply of the fire- calisthenics In the house and on a
man.
dry portion of the front porch. He
."As a matter of fact it doesn't mat managed. to work up a good leakage
ter a rap' to me how big the ring Is' and had his usual strong rubdown.
he continued. "I'd just as soon fight
But out at Flynn's, in the highlands
him in a barrel as not or they can of Montezuma the sun was shinning
make it regulation 24 foot if they brightly and Jim put In a bully afternoon with his depleted training
please. Any old thing for me."
This is merely another indication of staff. Jim is becoming a great run
the superlatively confident spirit be- ner and told me yesterday that In the
ing displayed by the Pueblo man.
morning he was timed for an even
With Johnson it was a different ten miles In 65 minutes. This is time
story vastly different When he sized that any amateur footracer might be
up the measurements of the ring he proud of. And remember, too, that
became
positively mournful over the footing is not flat in this section
them.
of the country but is altogether up
"It won't do," he said. "They should and down.
have consulted me about It in the first
Jim has a huge
bag of
oats and hay rigged up and suspendplace.
"Now, as a matter of fact, I'd Just ed in (the center of his ring and does
as soon fight Flynn or any other much of his roughing on this contrive
man in the world on an electric wire ance. He wrestles with it and slugs
as " ra as fighting is concerned. It merrily and believes he is getting
It matters little to my style of bat some "great work out pf the mute op-

V

y

b

d

tling whether the ring is big or little.
If I can win in a big ring 1 can win
In a small one or vice versa but it
hurts me to think that they may be
trying to 'put one over on me' in this
matter.
"No, sir, I must Insist that the
ring be at least 20 feet inside In the
the inner ropes. You understand
what I mean. I want 20 feet of boxing space and a good ledge on the
ring so that a man cannot step out
of the ring or over the edge of It and
hurt hlmsielf."
The upshot of the whole thing was
that Watson Burns, Johnson's chief
trainer, will go out to the arena today
with some of the newspaper men and
His
Inspect the place thoroughly.
Judgment will be accepted as final
but from what
by the champion,
Burns; said Jast night It looks oer-tain that they never will accept the
ring lh its present shape.
Burns is something of a stickler for
the regulation In all things. The
rules, he says, call for a ring of 24
feet or as near that as It is possible
to have 1L He wants a 20 foot ring,
the same as the champion himself,
and Intends to carry his point, Judging from the snap of his jaws while
he was talking about it.
It is supposed that a small ring
will favor Flynn to a considerable
extent. His is the rushing type of
fighting, constantly crowding hla opponent and trying his best to keep on
top of him at all times. The smaller
the space In which the fighting Is
done the better for him, for a small
ring gives an opponent a slimmer
chance of getting away from the bull
rushes of the Pueblo man.
Johnson, on the other hand, being
dog-lik-

e

The Strongest Car
In The World

Old-tow-

1

429 Grand.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring- -,
the man who knows how
end why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for
moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

throwing the bars luwn than he is of
the glove contest itself.
Indeed the tip u's gone out in
that theres positively nothing
doing now anl that there will be
nothing doing .ter on. It is thought
this tip comes illrect from Santa Fc,
the state capital Judging from the
careful manner In which It Is being
obeyed, it must have come trom a

' '"
ponent. and
of
haul
Three rounds
pulling
ingi with Ray Marshall followed this
yesterday and then Jim went three
hot (rounds with Al Williams, the
only man he boxes with now excepting for an occasional bout with the
Turk, Abdul. He caught Williams
with a short left hook that didn't
travel six inches and had ths Cleve
land heavyweight wobbly as could be.
There is one sharp difference of
opinion in the two camps. That is
over the value of rope skipping. Johnson does not believe in it all, saying
he is sure it injures the action of a
man's heart.
Flynn on the other hand is a firm
means of
believer in the rope as
developing" a man's legs'" and helping
his general speed.
,
Promoter Jack Curley returned late
Albuquerque
last evening from
whence came all the stories of trou
ble for the contest.' Curley says there
is absolutely no truth in the reports
there that Governor McDonald has
made a threatening move against the
Las Vegas plans and says that everything is fine in the southern part of
the state.
It now looks like almost a certainty that the governor will keep his
handi off the whole thing and simply
will do nothing about it
tA state's chief executive does not
car J to place himself on record as be-ingither for or against the Dig
f
The?e is one thing, however, that
he is decidedly against, first, last and
all t'ti, time. That is public gambling.
lf 4,belleved here that Governor
McDoi'iaid is more afraid that this
event; wm be made the occasion of
con-tes-

t

here that outside of
controlling the betting by having a
central location for it and placing it
In one man's hands, that there will
be no chance of the outside crowds
getting any amusement hero In the
shape of the wide open gambling that
pievailed at Reno during rho time of
the Johnson-Jeffrie- s
fight.

ROSE

WE

OF MALRiCE

BRIDE
BEND1X

With tbe adoption of an all chromenickel-itee- l
construction
and corresponding increased solidity (throughout its entire make-up- ,
the new Everltt has been called by experts "The strongest car in
the world."
Chrome-nickel- ,
as you probably know, la the one material used
by the United States and other governments for battleship armor
and
cannon. . It is (the use of this material found
in no other car costing less (than $4,000 which has given the Eveiitt
1U great reputationfor
the Everltt la built throughout of this
wonderful chrome-nicksteel
But (this is not all. The car's frame is of nearly double the usual strength; the wheels and tires are noticeably solid and massive; the axles are of special size; the gears are almost unbreakable and the whole car is a powerful pece of machinery, built
'
to last
The new Everltt
Six at $1,850 is (tbe sensation of
the year. We invite you to see it
d

POPULAR YOUNG COUPLE WED
DED LAST NIGHT AT HOME
OF 3. BACHARACH.
One of the most beautiful of tbe
June weddings was celebrted last
evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Simon Bacharach on Seventh street
in the marriage of Miss Rose Krause
to Maurice Bendlx. The ceremony
was attended by members of the two
families and by intimate friends of
the bridal couple. Dr. Samuel Pelper,
rabbi of Congregation Montefiore, officiated at the ceremony. The bride
was given in marriage by her brother, Max Krause, and Mrs. David B.
Simon, of Denver, sister of Mr. Bendlx, acted as matron of honor. Mr.
Simon was best man. Following the
marriage ceremony an elaborate wed-dnlunch was served.
The spacious parlors of the Bacha
rach home were beautifully decorated with roses, wedding bells and sil
ver slippers. White froses (Termed
the decoration of the dining room. A
big silver slipper formed the center
piece of the table and little slippers,
to be showered on the bride and
groom were at each place. A large
wedding bell bordered with small
electric lights and little bells and cu- plda, hung over the middle of the
table.
Mrs. Bendlx was gowned in white
messeline with an overworking of
macleme lace. The matron of honor
wore a gown of pink chiffon and Mrs.
Bacharach was dressed in white lace,
Mrs. I. K. Bacharach also wore a
gown of white lace and her mother,
Mrs. Henrietta Ilfeld, was dressed In
black velvet.
The bride has been a resident of
Las Vegas for the past two years, liv
ing with her aunt and uncle, Mr. and
Mrs. Simon Bacharach. She - is a
native of Saxony. She- Is a sister of
Julius Krause of this city and of
Max Krause of the Mora Mercantile
company of Mora. Mr. Bendlx has
been a resident of Las Vegas for ten
years and is employed as bookkeeper
in the store of Bacharach Brothers.
Both are well known here.
For the present Mr. and Mrs. Ben
dlx will reside at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Ike Bacharach, later beginning housekeeping.
The guests at the wedding and din
ner were: Mr. and Mrs. H. C. nfeld,
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. nfeld, Mrs. Hen
rietta Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Ludwlg
Max
W. Ilfeld,
E. T. Plowman,
Krause, Julius Krause, Mr. and Mrs.
D. B. Simon of Denver, Mr. and Mrs.
I. K. Bacharach, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Greenclay, State Senator Louis II- feld, Dr. Samuel Pelper, Miss Leona
Greenclay and Herman Bacharach.
The wedding ceremony occurred at
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We are prepared to supply you with th?d a substitute, asking
fast color Flags and Bunting: in any quantjiylnmittee defer action until the
re
exceptionally low prices. All new, 48 stair goof he committee on credentials
5 Ft.xSPt Fast Color, Heavy Grade
Flag. . . . . . . nve"loen.Ve1Theddeltei
4 Ft.x6 Ft. Fast Color, All Wool Bunting Flag Jut the CopeIeyemotieontwasWlost
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tlon of Senator Dixon, managing the
Roosevelt campaign.
The conference of last night had
convinced the Roosevelt leaders that
comparatively few of their delegates
would desert the republican party.
"It looks as though the bottom had
dropped out" declared a member of
the Roosevelt council today.
Serious dissension exists in tht
Roosevelt camp. Many of the leaders were frank in their declaration
that tbe colonel had acted too hastily
in a number of matters in coming to
Chicago and in preclpitalng a bolt
from the committee on credentials
last night
It was also stated that there was
likely to be a very material modifi
cation of the Roosevelt program.
Francis J. Heney of California,
Roosevelt leader', said the . "flgtf

against the thieves" would be con
tinued in the convention today.
"If .the colonel bolts will he be the
progressive republican nominee?" was
asked.
'.'Ah, cut out the republican," he replied. "What we want is a progressive party."
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
CONVALESCENT healthseeker wants
room, sleeping porch or house tent

in or near town; permanent Terms
must be reasonable. G., Optic. GIRL WANTED Honest industrious,
and reliable, no' other need apply.
Potter's Candy store.

FOR RENT Bedroom. Modern.
ply 1017 Seventh street.

Ap-

L OLD
(Continued

If

From Page One)

Some held the view that in case of
the nomination of Colonel Roosevelt
by a bolting convention another can
didate than Mr. Taft might more effectually hold the radical wing of the

party in hand.
However, most onlookers became
convinced that there would be no new
movement in behalf of a new man
until after the test prescriebd by Mr.
Penrose ( unless the president himself
should take the initiative,
Governor Hadley said the fight in
the regular convention would go

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

it may be termed a science

include a means of presenting

must
the

'proposition to the greatest number
r of prospective buyers. T reach this
class in the southwest us

the
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"They have got to purge that roll
of the crooked delegates today oi
there will be no further treaty nego
tiations," was the emphatic declara--
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He Came Back

THOMAS J.MORT JMER
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING

O12lB0U3LASAVENUE

EL
J
Prop

C MITRAL HO

Cotv Grand andUDouglas Ave.
fcast Las Vegas, N. M.

Willaber beard the door of his private office open and was conscious
that some one had crossed the room
and stood at his elbow, but be finished
what he was writing without looking
up. Then when he had carefully blotted the line he swung about In bis
chair. A thickset man with a pale
face and
hair stood before him nervously twisting his hat.
"Dick!" cried Wlllaber. He sprang
from bis chair, grasped the visitor's
band and shook it warmly.
"So you remember me, do you,
close-croppe- d

She (who Is quite a reader) Whlc
do yon think, Mr. Dumbly, Is mightier,
"the pen or the sword H,
He Weil. rve never been In tb
pen.

Fredr

"Remember you? As If I could forget you! Why, man, there has not
been a day for the last two years that
I have not thought of you!"
"Yes, it has been two years. Two

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

A

FOREGONE CONCLUSION

long"

Phone Main 447

"Say, do you remember Knowlson's
white cherry trfce? And Lents' peach
orchard? I certainly am glad to see
you again! Sit down. You must go
to lunch with me! I want to talk
over old times! Say, .was there
worse pair of boys In the whole village
than we were?"
"The neighbors didn't think so, Fred.
But I don't want to talk over these
times."
"How does It happen "
"The governor made me a present
of a pardon. I was turned loose New
Year's morning."
It was a
"Well, isn't that fine!
shame you were ever Imprisoned. 1
Elsie
knew you were not guilty. You couldn't
ed me
be."

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

A. II. Lorenzen
.Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting

I

DEALER IN

Heavy Hardware and4u

"Yes. I was guilty, Fred."
"You what!"
"Yes," said the other, a note of hopelessness in his voice. "I only got
what was coming to me."
'
"Why, Dick!"

Material
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Xjry, Feed
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Sales Stable

office ..AServicfe

THURSDAY,

JTJNE

FEATS OF REPONEY
creat national convePlJJJ'rjJ
T,Tld9' profitable PlcVw
.

jiorde of magazine Joop9 Ma,n ifj
feover about the scene?
write proionnuiy;

fCKEL

P Eb8"
HOUSE

&

Wo SIGN PAINTING

Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Old Town
West Bide Plaza

....

THE ROMERO

ADV. CO

"PUBUQITY EXPERTS"
SIGNS FOR YOUR
BFFICE, STORE OR FACTORY
Muslin Signs, Office Lettering
Window Display Card
Wall 8t Bulletin Display Signs ,
CFP IFIUCPM VellowFrout
IlLL JLlluLll Fountain Squire

H. C. YOUNG
LAWNiMOWERS SHARPENED
Gunsmith Bicycle and
General Repairing
520-6t- h

Street
v..

E. Las Vegas

er"

"Walt a minute, old friend"
"Walt? To hear a sermon and get
a package of advice? No, 111 go home
and tell Nellie that the old friendship
from which I had hoped for so much
never really existed. I must make my
own chance."'
"I don't want to preach to you,, old
boy. Here, let me read you what I
was writing when you cams in: "Want
ed Assistant to superintendent in
large factory; must furnish references; apply at office of Wilfred A. Willaber.' Do you Bee, Dick? I couldn't
ask others to do what I wouldn't do
myself. That ad was going into tomorrow's paper, but I believe I'll tear
When you order your Ice from us, it up now."
you may rest assured that you are
"Fred, you don't mean "
getting "correct weight" If there Is "Can yotl go to work tomorrow.
(anything in which we take pride. It's Dick?" I
"Fred,
pur honest dealing and the high qual'
"That's all right I think I am
pty of our Ice. We are out for busi- mighty lucky to get a man I know and
ness and if honesty, integrity and can trust. Come, put on your hat and
with reasonable go to lunch. Do you know, only yes
(Quality, combined
I
and the
prices can get it we'll get the busi- terday was thinking of you, trousers
time you got hung up by the
ness.
in KnowlBon's cherry tree!"
THE CRYSTAL ICE CC.
Phone Main 227
Rlny Seems to Be Real Hoodoo.
The head of the Paris Morgue is responsible for the statement and it is
Each age of our lives has its joys. vouched for by the late chief of the
Old people should be happy, and they Paris police that five times within
will be if Chamberlain's 'Tablets are his
dead bodies brought to
taken to strengthen the digestion sod the experience
morgue were found to be wearing
keep the bowels regular. These tab- a
ring of Oriental make, and bearing
lets are mild and gentle In their se
words in Oriental characters:
ction and especially suitable for people these whosoever
wears this ring die a
f middle age and older. For sale by "May
miserable death."
dealers.
-
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cents per line each Insertion. LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy less space than two
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lines. All
advert s menta charged
day la each moaln at
will be booked at space actually set,
Temple at 7:J0 p. m. CD.
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ELKS Meets second ass
fourth Tuesday etenina of
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month at O. R. C. bull.
brothers are tordlally Invited. Ge
H. Hunker, Exalted Rulr: D
Condon, Secretary

B. P. O.
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sacks.
coffee,

OBTAINABLE

i

pounds beans, Mexican.
pounds beans, navy.
pounds beef, fresh.
'10 dozen brooms, warehouse.
35 cases corn, canned, equal "Sun
burst."
1,000 pounds corn meal, 25 p.'und
pounds

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

t

8,000
2,500
30,000

3,500

ORDERS AND RFGULASt DINNERS

7t

W

1 1

HOR1

THE

PHYSICIANS
NO. 2, O. E.
first and third Fridays In
DR. H. W. HOUF
Masoale Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Residence 1018 Fifth St
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Grand Avenue
Office 506
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp, Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 46
120
Secretary. Phone Main 129,
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.
Grand avenue.

t

RAN8FORD

Wanted

pound pack

ages.

CHAPTER

Sv-m-U

.

flour, actual weight WANTED
Short order cook to take
'ard compound, 60
half interest la restaurant. Call at
cans.
pound
514 Sixth street.
1,500 pounds hominy.
LOCAL THE CARD
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD NO.
9
cases
720
matches (Domino
to
And, then, mind you, she ask
101
WANTED
Meets
To
at
two
hire
saddle
every Monday night
If I wouldn't marry the first case).
ponies
O. R. C. HalL on Douglas avenue, at
for July -- and August, gentle for
man that came along.
EAST BOUND
750 pounds Macaroni, bulk.
Ethel The idea! Don't these obvi
ladies' use. W. Goodrich Jones, Tem- 8 o'clock.
Visiting members ara Arrive
Beiail
600 pounds oleomargarine.
ously unnecessary questions make you
cordially welcome. B. SL Gehring, No. 2.... 1:10 p. m.
1:15 p. as
ple, Texas.
150 pounds pepper, black, whole.
tired? ,
president; 3. T. Buhlar, secretary; No. 4.. ..11:06 p m.
11:10 p. a.
2,000 pounds pork sausage.
C. H. Bally, treasarer.
m
a.
No.
1:16
1:16 a. m
8....
1,000 pounds peaches, dried.
WHAT SHE WANTED
No. 10.... 1:45 p. m.
2:10 p. m
1,500 pounds prunes, dried.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
250 pounds red chili, ground.
FOR SALE Typewriter and chickens.
Meet In the forest of brother)
WEST BOUND
1,500 pounds rice.
Inquire 1005 Seventh street.
love at Woodmen of the Worl' No. l......l:20 p. m.
1:45 p. m
5 cases Sapollo.
6:10 a. m
6:15 p.
hall, on the eeoond and fourth Ft No. S
14 boxes soap, Lenox.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
No. 7
4:40 p. m
4:60 p.
day of each month at 8 p. m, C. CI
20 boxes soap, Ivory, small size.
haij chicks, $12 per 100. Orders Consul; O. Laemmle, Clerk. Vir No. 9...... 6:35 p. m.'.
7:00 p.
3,000 pounds salt, table, 25 pound
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev- lng neighbors are especially
sacks.
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
come
NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF DIand cordially Invited.
5,000 pounds sugar, granulated.
VORCE SUIT
450 gallons syrup (2 gallon Jack
FOR .SALE My residence, including J. E. ROSENWALD
The
of New Mexico
State
LODGE
NO.
54i
ets.)
,
, .three lots. Any offer within $500
I. O. of B. B.' Meets
In the District Court
40 pounds tea, green.
every first
of actual cost of building considerTuesday of the month in the vestrj County of San Miguel
1,000 pounds tobacco. Duke's Mix
ed. Or will lease furnished for ono
rooms of Temple Montefiore at
Roeana Farln de Warlck,
ture.
year after July l. See owner,
o'clock p. m. Ylsltinj brothers ar
60 cases tomatoes, Colt on brand
Plaintiff,
1004 Third Btreet.
vs.
Case No. 7411
invited
Isaac Appel
conKUly
or equal.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec- AgustlnlVarlck,
5 cases washing powder. Star Nap- "A German doctor, who has been
retary.
Defendant
collecting information, finds that a tha.
majority of those who reach old ag
You, Agustin Warlck, the defendant
2,000 pounds weinewurst
kept late hours."
in the above entitled cause of action,
4 cases concentrated lye.
FOR RENT Five room house, partly KNIGHTS OF COLUMBU8, COUNCi"Don't you think it would be nice
NO. 804. Meets second and fosr
are hereby notified that an action for
185 pounds yeast
Flelschmann's
furnished or unfurnished. Apply
for you to begin to go to bed early t"
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pion
divorce has been commenced against
(in equal weekly shipments.)
920 Gallinas.
building. Visiting members are r
you in the District Court of the CounGrain.
and
Hay
COULONT TRUST HIMSELF
dially invied. Peter Emenaksr, G. ty of San Miguel and State of New
75,000 pounds oats.
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
Mexico by the above named plaintiff;
4,000 pounds bran.
that said plaintiff seeks an absolute
50,000 pounds corn.
WALL paper renovated, furniture or I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO divorce on the
Coal.
grounds of abandon1. Meets every Monday
your wood work made into old mis
evening a ment desertion and
4,000 tons screened lump coal.
and'
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit cruel and inhuman treatment; that unsion. Inquire 411
Railroad avenue.
Clothing.
Wm. Mitchell, telephone Main 436.
lng brethren cordially invited to at less you enter or cause to be entered
4 gross pants buckles
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.; your appearance In this cause on or
30 gross shirt buttons.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood before the 6th day of
40 gross suspender buttons.
August A. D.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer' 1912, judgment will be taken against
250 yards light drll.
local
by
applications, as they cannot
C V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
250 yards heavy drill.
you by default
mere is only one way to cure deaf
Plaintiff's attorneys are C. W. G.
1,500 yards (ticking, a. C. A.
ness, ana that Is by constitutional F. O. E. Meets first and third Tueo Ward and Charles G.
2,000 yan:s Canton flannel 30 in. remedies.
Hedgcock, whose
Peafness is caused by an
day evenings each month, at Wood office and postofflce address are Las
wide.
Inflamed oondition of th mucous linman hall. Visiting Brothers co? Vegas, New Mexico.
200 yards toweling, crash.
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
tnis tuhe is inflamed you have a rum.
dially invited to attend. A M (Seal)
LORENZO DELGADO,
2,000 yards blue denim.
bling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, St
Clerk of- the District Court.
200 yards
sheeting, 54 Inches when it la entirely
olosed. deafnemi In
Mrs. Rutting Hints Oh! indeed! 1 wide.
retary.
the result, and unless the inflamma
suppose you are afraid youll lose socan
tion
be
out
taken
and
this
Leather,
tube
Shoe,
Etc
Findings,
cial caste if yon carry a bundle.
2,000 pounds oak tan sole leather. restored to its normal condition, hear. Mr.
Rutting Hints No. I'm afraid
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
RETAIL
600 pounds light kip leather.
rd lose the bundle.
cases out or ten are caused bv catarrh.
The board of penitentiary commis- which is nothing but an Inflamed con
MOt lbs. or Mors, Each Delivery
20c per ISO lb.
sioners reserves the right to reject dition of the mucous surfaces.
WHAT DID HE MEAN?
1000 lbs. so 200 lbs. Each Delivery
25c
We
will
One
per 100 lbs.
give
Hundred
Dollars
any and all bids, or parts thereof.
COO lbs. ts 1,000 lbs, Eaoi.
...... S0s ser 100 Iks.
Delivery
In submitting bids for above sup- for any case of deafness (caused bv
N lbs. to ZOO lbs, Eaeh DeNvary
catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's
40c per 100 lbs.
plies, bidders should write plainly on uatarrn cure, send for circulars, free.
Law Than 60 lbs, Eaeh Delivery
BOe per 100 lbs.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
envelope the following: "Bids for the
i
soia Dy uruggists. 75c.
New Mexico Penitentiary" with the
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
name of the bidder, to avoid opening
pation.
of bids by mistake before date set
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Samples may be sent separately,
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Helped to Keen Down Expense!
plainly marked and numbered, to the
Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron, Mich., tells
Fameus-Offic- e
701 Douglas Avenue.
now sue am bo: "i was Dotnered
superintendent.
with
and
to
my
had
AH supplies must be furnished In
kidneys
go nearly
double.
I tried a sample of Foley
such quantities and at such times as
Pills
me
so much
and
did
Kidney
they
the superintendent may direct
good that I bought a bottle, and feel
By order of the board of peniten- that they saved me a big doctor's
bill." O. O. Schaefer and Red fross
"Poor Jones his wife often goes tiary commissioners.
Drug Co.
out and leaves him alone with the
B.
JOHN
McMANTJS,
baby."
Superintendent
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 512 Jay St.,
"Yes but Jones dont mind it"
Santa Fe, N. M., May 18, 1912.
LaCross, Wis., writes that eho suffered all kinds of pains in her back and
GETTING BACK AT HER
hips on account of kidney troubl-- and
"HARVEYS" IS OPEN
rheumatism. "I got some of Folef'
Thirtieth season, Mr. Harvey In Kidney Pills and eiter taking thnm for
charge. Auto to carriage house,, Wed- a few days there was a wonderful
Classified ads. search out the people to whom amonr al
In my case, for the pain entirenesday and Saturday at 8 a. m., return- change
and I am
ly left my back nd
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moit.
ing same day. For passage phone thankful there 's such hips
a medicine as
Main 385 or leave order at Murpheys, Foley Kidney Pills." O. O Schaefer
That property you want to sell is.WOR.TH MOST to someCutler Brothers or Plaza Hotel.
and Red Pross Drug Co.
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
This Is to certify that Foley's Honey
find Tflr PnTYinnunil tlnaa nnt pnnt&ln
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
MEETING OF' FLORIDA EDITORS oi)iates. any habit forming drugs, or
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
Palatka, Fla., June 20. Many news- - afcy ingredients that could possibly
paper editors and publishers gather- - ,Mrm 118 userB- - Vn me contrary, iw
used machinery and furniture, article of usefulness of any
and soothing qualities
ed here today for the annual meeting great Tieallng ea,
make ,t a
ort, and musical instruments.
remedy for cougn8i
of the Florida Press association. Cos! colds and irritations of the throat
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of a
Ella That conductor helped me out and advertising are the principal subl chest and lungs. The genuine Is in a
HOI8
ASK
r
for
paCRag9.
yellOW
t
0I6y
diacunalnn
inrta alntpH for
of the car, but he didn't help yoi.
tha
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
no
Stella The conductors are instruct meeting, which will continue over tolli ear and Tar Compound and acceptRed
best markets!
ubstltute. 0. G Schaefer and
ed to assist old ladies.
morrow.
Co.
Drue
tcroan
j
65,000 pounds
1,250 pounds

.

wife?"
'
"It was the first place I went, of
course."
"Have you told her?"
"That I was guilty r Yes."
"How bid is the little girl now?"
"Claribel is three now."
"That's great! And you're going
to start all over again and the three
of you will be just as happy as toads
In a barrel."
"That is what I came to see you
about, Fred."
"I'm mighty glad you thought of
me the first thing. Tell me what I
can do."
"I answered an advertisement for a
place In a grocery house this morning, and the Job has been promised me
provided I can get a letter of reference. I asked if a letter from you
would do, and the manager told me
It would be as good as gold. The
place will be held open until noon."
"Did you tell him
"That I had been a convict? You
don't understand. That would queer
me in a minute. I have got to have a
chance to prove that I am on the
square before I let that be known."
"I see."
"You will recommend me, Fred?"
"What can I say?"
"Don't you believe me to be honest"
"I certainly do."
"Then, you'll do It! By George, you
always were the squarest "
"It wouldn't be right"
"Oh, well, I suppose you know best
I was a fool to hope that you would
help me. You are like all the rest A
man whose foot has slipped ought to
reform and lead an upright life and all
that sort of thing, but you won't help
him do it But I'll show you!"
"Show me what, Dick?"
"Show you that I will make good In
spite of you and your kind."

I"

Samples will be required of all articles marked with an asterisk, and
all samples must be labeled, showing
came of bidder, and name and full
description of article. Samples must
be delivered at tha office of the superintendent not later than 9 o'clock
a. m. on June 20, 1912. All bids to
be made in accordance with conditions of blank proposals, which will
be furnished by the superintendent
on application. No bids otherwise
made will be entertained. A bond will
be required from all successful bid
ders, for the faithful fulfillment of
contracts, within 10 days of award
and a certified check of 10 per cent
of the amount of the bid will be required to be furnished with the bid.
Groceries and Meats.
2,000 pounds apples, dried.
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LOBBY RESTAUR ANT AND

For Sale

"I I am sorry. But never mind,
you are free now. You will never do
such a thing again."
"Do you believe that?"
"I know it! Have you seen your

AND HAVENS

30, 1912

THE

'

"Well?"

.

BIDS.

pound cans.)

'

Ave

416 Grand

PENITENTIARY

For supplies for the New Mexico
penitentiary, for six months ending
November

..DIRECTORY

'T.mS.ZR. FLINT,
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For Rent

miscellaneous

'
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-
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PRICES

AGUA PURA COMPAjN- Y-

ANT Ads
Are Best

.

Market Finders

-

r

"A

A

ness

I

6y
Cotjriht,

A. Howard

I

iportlU editor

and

j

"wlety reporter for the, only pap?r In
he county, that his Aunt Sallie, who
h;td raised him, had said that very
night that any girl would be proud
to marry him, and that It must be
now or never. And all the time he
aat glumly-i- n a straight backed chair,
facing Genevieve, who chatted gayly.
They, too, heard the unusual noise
in the hall, and the
girl was frightened. Before Jack Wilton could reassure her the curtains parted and
the rat and the cat darted into the
room. Tie young man sprang up
with open arms and Genevieve, uttering one unearthly shriek, ruahed Into
his close embrace. Her hair' was
tousled, her white frock crushed and
Jack Wilton, in a hot rush of words,
told her everything that he had meant
to tell her and a great deal more

Cupid anil

IheCat

manager.

J v,
LA3 VEGA9

1

Gunter

igit, bf Auaciated Uterarr Freu)

"Ambrose," remarked Mrs. Grant
wood. "Jack Wilton is a very clever
boy. Ha has written some poetry to
Genevieve."
I'nfortuoately, Mr. Grantwood
wai
'
prejudiced agaliibt poetry. statuary
and toe theater, for he knew that
theae things had nothing to do with
the hardware business, and he felt
that they were apt to be Improper.
80 he banged his fist down on the
table and cried: 'Poetry I Then the besides.
boy 'a an Idiot!"
He might have talked all night, bad
"He'a Tery much In love with Gen- not a voice of thunder interrupted
evieve," replied his wife Irrelevantly him.
TVell, why can't he court her with
"Sir. what does this mean?"
common sense and plain prose? Did
In the door stood Mr. Grantwood,
I write poetry to" you, Lily
"
glaring ominously, with Mrs. Grant-wooIn curl papers and a blanket,
"Now,
declared Themas trying very bard to see and not be
Dad,"
Mandeville Grantwood, who waH
seen, and behind them Tommy Grant-wootanch admirer of Jack Wilton, "be
grinning broadly. John Wilreasonable. You couldn't, you know, ton had seen Mr. Grantwood in towtor Lily doesn't rhyme with anything ering rages, but never so angry as
but silly and chilly and Mandeville this; be had seen Mrs. Grantwood
with ill and pill. The combination "relaxing" in a rocking chair, but
'of words was against you."
never so limp as now. Still he did
the verses were very not waver.
"Anyway,
'
pretty," persisted Mrs. Grantwood,
"Genevieve, come to your mother,"
whose Idea of poetry was bounded oo commanded Mrs. Grantwood.
one aide by the "Psalm of Life" and
Genevieve did not stir; she was exon the other by "Curfew Shall Not periencing the first great thrill of her
Ring Tonight"
'They began, 'Oh, ladylike life, and she clung to her
Genevieve, for you to grieve.' And he lover.
brought a cat, too, when he brought
"Sir!" cried Ms Grantwood, swell
the poem. Genevieve told him that ing with rage; but his wrathful torthe rats were taking the place."
rent of words was cut short by ThomMr, Grantwood was mollified at as Mandeville Grantwood, who shoutonce. "Good, I always knew that boy ed:
had some sense. I could scarcely
"Say, pa, look at that rat!"
'
For Jack Wilton's cat had at last
sleep last night for the rats. They
marched around the room like sol- cornered her prey and was bringing
diers."
it to her master for the customary
As donor of the cat, Jack Wilton re- praise. Mr. Grantwood, at his small
ceived a warm welcome that night son's suggestion, looked.
from Genevieve's
"Good gracious, Lily," he exclaimed,
father, yet the
young man's usually cheerful counte- "what a rat!" And forgetting his
nance was clouded. He had deter daughter he fell on his knees by the
mined to try his fate that evening, to cat.
,
"Mr. Grantwood," begged Jack Wiltell Genevieve that he loved her, that
a
life was nothing without her, and
ton, pressing his girl to his heart,
number of other beautiful remark! "I love your daughter."
Mr. Grantwood was pressing the
that he had carefully prepared for
the occasion. He bad practiced his cat to his heart. "Jack," he replied
speech in his room, had told his Aunt with conviction, "she's the best ratter
Sallie that it should be now or never, in the state."
and had left home with abounding
"I know I am not worthy," sighed
But before he reached the young man, "but I'll try to make
the Grantwood home he experienced her happy."
a familiar and sad sensation, his
"She's hungry," suggested Mr.
courage began to dwindle at the front Grantwood, "and she's much too line
door it had sunk below the waist- to eat rats. Get her a chicken bone.
line, and when he was ushered into Tommy."
"Give her to me," urged Jack Wilthe parlor it had ebbed entirely away.
Mr.
Jack Wilton was not afraid of the ton, and the absent-mindecholeric Mr. Grantwood or the neu- Grantwood realized at last that he
rasthenic Mrs. Grantwood; it was the was being asked for his daughter's
rl.--l
herself who held him silent. hand. He picked up the cat and his
"All right.
"""Whether
It was the smoothness of eyes began to twinkle.
jer iioi,j hir, th wbitaeEs-- . of her Jack," he answered, "I'll swap with1
tiffly Innrtdereri fyf
tha passion- you. If you muBt have Genevieve,
less common sense shining In her must have the cat. Now that's a bareyes; whether it was any or all of gain."
A little later in the evening Jack
these things the young man could not
to tell
tell, but' certain it was that he had Wilton was hastening home
never been able to make love to his Aunt Sallie the glad news. The
unreasonGenevieve, though he had served long blood was still pounding
and1
he
his
veins,
train.
in
her
Many
and faithfully
ably through
when
on
Geneair,
be
to
walking
had
but
seemed
made,
frantic efforts he
came
vieve was neither sentimental nor suddenly the words of his poem
with new and
flirtatious, and her cheerful friendli- back to him, imbued He
thought of
ness confounded his romantic flights. wonderful meaning.
So now he gazed in dumb misery the time he had spent on that poem,
mornfrom the rug at her feet to the clock, his nights of agony, his early
of
litin
inspiration
all
him
her
pursuit
ing fllttlngs
while Genevieve sang
"And Its queer."
tle songs and told bim all the jokes from the rising sun. was
still of the
' In the last installment of the "Womhe mused, for he
an's Fireside Friend." It was already opinion that a newspaper It man is
wasn't
"that
10:20, and at 10:30, as Jack Wilton necessarily "literary,"
but
after
won
all,
her
be
heard
would
that
Grantwood
the
Mr.
poem
knew,
violently In the dining my old mouser, Nelly."
coughing
room, and at that signal all visitors
must depart. The time was near and
perfect Faith.
"Women may be catty in little things,
yet he could not speak.
Meanwhile, upstairs. Tommy Grant-woo- ret they have a childlike trust In each
awoke with a start at a slight jther's honesty," said the man. "If
sound in his room, and there on the :hey hadn't, they could never have sat
table was a great gray rat that was serenely through the situalion that
their nightly visitor.. Remembering faced several of them the other night
a molasses pie that he had loved and it the opera. I had a balcony seat.
lost, Tommy was preparing to fling a ro.Mb me sat a woman who discover
hoe at the visitor when a lithe form ed at the end of the first act, that
sprang from the darkness to the ta 3he had lost her purse. She thought
ble. The cat was quick, but the rat It had slipped to the seat in front
was quicker, and with a startled The woman occupying that seat stood
under
squeak it jumped for the door and up, shook her wraps, and looked
scurried downstairs, the new cat hard :he seat, but couldn t nna trie purse.
" 'Still, it must be some niace, sne
behind It.
Mrs. Grantwood, lying in bed and said. 'My own bag has slipped down
watching the clock, decided that it jnder the seat in front or me. 111 :et
was time for Ambrose to begin cough- ;t when the opera Is over."
"Then nther women began to hunt
ing in the dining room. "Ambrose,"
she called, but the words died on her 'or handbags and purses that had fallnot.
was
a
otners
aid
found
there
them,
strange
sn.
Some
lips, for suddenly
They
thumping and bumping on the stairs,, nut nnhodv seemed to mind.
aad a perfect faith that the things
and a huge rat, pursued by the
rushed into the room. They ran, would turn up later, ana setuea uacK
both the pursued and the pursuer, -- onnniliv for the second act Imag
form of old ine a lot of men letting their purses
right over the sleeping who
lay on a lie around like that, rney wouia nave
Ellen, the negro nurse,
bed.
rnnnrt their money before quiet was
pallet by Mrs. Grantwood'sold
woman, restored if the opera had been delay
"Oh, Lord," cried the
"et can't Jedgment day. 1 ain't ed till midnight."
dressed proper to rise in glory."
All Have Beginning and End.
Mrs. Grantwood rose In bed and,
canA sun is like a living organism; It
quick of action, threw the brass
dlestick at the rat as it rushed past. wears out. It maintains itself and its
The candlestick was heavy and, If planets while Its radiant power lasts,
well aimed, might have done great but It cannot do so forever. It condamage to the rat, but unfortunately tracts, flickers, struggles, fades and
It hit old Ellen.
goes cut. Its lifetime is millions of
ac"Oh, Lordy," she wailed, hiding her years, but it has an end. "Let us
t,
head in the bed clothes, "don't strike count an a mere nothing,", cried
"everything that ends, for, though
In the dark." She was firmly persuaded that the end of the world had- we should multiply years beyond the
come, but the rafr took a more cheer- reach of numbers, yet all would be
fatal term is reach-ad.- "
ful view and hung on to life with the nothing when the.
'
'
Harlem
a
of
tenacity
With the enemy close upon' her she
Utilized Time.
raced down the hall toward the dinmindHnw is it that Bunks studied law
ing room, and Mrs. Grantwood,
ful of the Mandeville china, gathered In the spare time of Ruch a busy ca
the bed clothes about her, and fol- reer?"
"He read his books while his wife
lowed in haste.
In the parlor Jack Wilton was re- was getting dressed to be ready In a
minding himself that be was busi minute."
Mande-TlUeT-

d

d
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d

new-cat-

Bos-we-

strap-hange-

SUGAR

PLUM

REOY PC,'
CENTURIES OLD

It Was Invented by Julius Drsgitus,
a Roman Baker, In the Yrar
177 B.

C

Of all candles, perhaps the "sugar
plum" boasts the most ancient lineage. It was the Invention of. one Julius Dragatus, a noted Roman baker
and confectioner, a member of the
family of the FablL
Oragatus put forth the first specimen of this confection in the year 177
B. C. The bonbons of this variety
were called dragati, after their Inven-

tor (dragees is French), and their
manufacture constituted a monopoly
enjoyed exclusively by the Fabian
!ainlly. Whenever there was a birth
r a marriage in that family a great
llstributlon of dragati took place as
in evidence of rejoicing. This custom Is still retained by certain of the
aid noble families of Europe,
The pastil Is of a far later origin.
It was Invented and Introduced into
France by an Italian confectioner, the
Florentine Pastllla, a protege of the
Medici. When Maria de Medici married Henry IV of France Pastllla accompanied his royal patron to the
French court, where his bonbons soon
ichleved a tremendous vogue. Everybody ate the Florentine's candles.
They were offered In all flavors.
Burnt almonds sre a confection of
purely French origin, owing their Inception to the gluttony of a French
merchant. One day, tradition baa it
Marshal Duplessls-Prallsent for
the inventor of many toothsome dainties, and bade him concoct
a new bonbon. Lassagne searched, reflected, combined, until he finally hit
upon the confection of burnt almonds,
which were baptized with the name of
the old gourmet the French for,
burnt almonds.
Las-sagn-

n

PATHOS OF EATING

OYSTERS

It Requires Great Moral Courage to
Think of Swallowing One of
the Bivalves.
To me the practice of devouring
any animal life In Its entirety Is, and
always has been, most difficult The
terrible demand of the oyBter is that
he be swallowed as a unit with all
his hopes, his joys, his sorrows, his
love, his fears, and his ears and his
tears; the thought is appalling.
I can eat large slices of a cow, and
I suppose in a lifetime I have eaten a
number of mature oxen, a few calves,
a flock of sheep, several lambs, a
number of turkeys, a long roost full
a
of hens, a good sized aquarium,
goose or two and some ducks but J
did not swaiiow any of them whole.
I took a slice at a time and enjoyed
It as my appetite is above the over
age for most dlatfes.
I dcn't mind seeing oysters swimming In a savory stew, I like their society and flavor, but it takes all of
my moral courage to think of eating
one. .Every time I get one of the lit
tle bivalves, before me my eyes mag
nify him, be grows larger and larger,
an emotional lump rises in my throat
and I am obliged to content mysell
with swallowing my emotions Instead
of swallowing the emotions of th
the oyster. When I look at the little
fellow lying helplessly before me, with
his slippery surface and yielding body,
I think that should I succeed In
swallowing him I might have even
more difficulty In retaining him. Albert Scott Cox in the Metropolitan
Magazine.
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New
wet'ks

June

With
of.ruelllng practice at an end,
the erf irs representing Yale and
Harvard universities, which will participate? In the annual rowing races
on the Thames river here tomorrow,
are awaiting the events in confidence.
The first event of the day, the
freshman eight-oarerace, is scheduled to start at 10:30 tomorrow morning. The race will be rowed over a
e
course up stream, starting
at the railroad bridge and finishing
20
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POSTMASTERS

AT FARGO.

Fargo, N. D., June 20. The
Postmaster's Association, embracing the postmasters of all classes
(throughout Minnesota and North and
South Dakota, began its annual convention in this city today with a
large attendance. The sessions will
laBt two days, during which time the
members will listen to addresses by
officials of the general postoffice department and engage in the discussion of topics relating to the duties
of the postmaster and the betterment
of the postal service.
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'TKe Mom Vivid Elaborate nd Exptmive Film. Eer Mde.
by Pu)plt. Ptfii Ciiiki Hutonent nd Public i nvei.u-be-qullein Motion Pkiuic Production.

Pronounced
uiumph

Which lood three
yfiu to mle. Cut ol 350 people. Over three thoutand
leetol tntMive and cUboie letungt. vO'eout ccntumet. perlect phoiopxphy,
iioiy. and excellent action, giving an hour show ol indcKiibtblo
dramatic and pictorial magnificence.
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When your child has whooping
cough be careful to keep the cough
loose and expectoration easy by glvlns
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy aa may
be required. This remedy will also
liquify the tough muous and make Itd
easier to expectorate. It has been
successfully in many epidemics and
For sal? by all
Is safe and sure.
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Delaware
of Illinois
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.e uuumittee defer action until the
Port of the committee on

there--ne

credentials
ch nad been received and acted upon
by
the convention. The
delegates went
wild, but the Copeley motion was
lost
to
22.
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Man, Woman and Child Should Witness

The New Century Theatre Club of
New York has offered a prize of $ 200
for the best play to be submitted to
Its committee by January 1 of next
year. If accepted the play will be
'
giVen a production.
Ethel Barrymore is to have a brief
,
engagement In vaudeville next
one-ac- t
in
Barrie's
appearing
play, "The Twelve Pound Look," also
in "A Slice of Life." In December
she will begin her regular season In
a new play.
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a rare delight to wander In
an old garden of a late afternoon Just
after a shower, when the day has been
Intensely hot and all Nature has fairly
thirsted for rain. The flowers have
drooped and the leaves curled for
want of moisture.
Even the birds dealers.
bave sought shelter from the fierce
HERMIT LODGE
rays of the sun, when, late in the aftalmost without
In the midst of tall pines. The most
ernoon, suddenly,
warning, the welcome rain descends. beautiful resort on the Scenic HighA quick shower, soon over; and when
excellent trout fishing,
the sun comes out clear and bright way,
Running
(accommodations.
all unmindful of the wet, you gather
broad porchyour skirts about you and go into the mountain spring water,
The Ideal
garden to watch the unfolding of the es,, rustic swings, music
wilted leaves. Tou lift here and there place for an outing. Table unexcelled.
a flower-stalwhich the rain has beat
MRS. S. B. WARNER, in Charge.
en down; you wonder where the bees
have taken refuge from the sudden
A CARD
downpour; you find one In the deep
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wller Love,
of
of
the
a
in
another
cup
lily,
depth
living near Covena, Ga..
a gladiolus blossom; farther on you a farmer
"I have taken Foley Kidney
see a rose which should have been says: and find them to be all you
Pills
added to your rose jar when you gath- claim
for them. They gave me almost
ered in the morning, and as you grasp lrstant relief when my kidney were
and pull it from the stem, you fee. iHaii mil innntive. I can cheerfully
that sharp stab of pain that only the recommend them to all sufferers -from
Bting of a bee can give, which tells kidney troubles." O. G. Schaefe- and
you that one has sought shelter In Red Cross Drug Co
the heart of a rose." Rebecca B. SimIs

it's
"eep

i
ture,
"The Grand Army Man," In which
David Warfield starred, is to be used
by stock companies all over the country.
A new comic opera from the
French, entitled "The Tale of a Tub,"
will be produced in New York some
time next season.
David Warfield has
the
entire original company for next season's production of "The Return of
Peter Grimm.'
Franoesca Red Jin, who has lately been Identified with the short dramas of vaudeville, is to return to the
regular stage.
Richard Harlow, who won national
fame as Isabella, the dandy Queen of
Spain, in "1492" is now a successful
broker In Wall street.
Is to produce
Henry W. Savage
next season a musical comedy entitled "Somewhere Else, by Avery
Hopwood and Gustav Luders.
Florence Roberts Is to. appear as a
producer and star in a new play written by a San Francisco playwright,
and dealing with hospital life.
Ellis Jeffreys, Weedon Grossmith
and Dion Boucicault will be in the
cast of "The Amazons," when that,
play Is revived in London this season.
When the New York production of
"Oliver Twist," with Nat Goodwin
in the role of Fagin, begins its road
It Is now well known that not more season Wilton Lackeye will be the
than one case of rheumatism In ten Bill Sykes.
requires any Internal treatment whatIt is said Joseph M. Gaites is conever. All that Is needed Is a free apa revival of Victor Herplication of Chamberlain's Liniment templating
and massaging the parts at each ap- bert's opera "The Serenade." There
Try it and see how quick- may be a revival also of Reginald de
plication.
sorely It will relieve the pain and
Koven's "Rob Roy."
all dealers.
Sold

'

Spring Showers In Old Garden.

"It

THREE PARTS

said the Schuberts are to en
ter vaudeville.
"Ben Hur" has received a hearty
welcome in Australia recently.
In the late summer "Freckles" la to
be put on In Cricago.
Macklyn Arbucke next season will
again be featured in the "Round Up."
SI me, Simone is to have a
play by
Gabriel IJfAnnunzlo
entitled "The
Axei"
Rose Stahl has received several offers for a London opening in her latest comedy hit "Maggie fVpper."
"A Modern Eve," which was successfully produced In Chicago, is to
be given in New York in the near fu-

at the navy yard.
race without
The varsity
coxswains will start, a half hour later.
This race also will be over a
course, starting at the navy yard and
finishing at a point opposite the Harvard quarters.
The big race of the day that of
the varsity eights, will start at 6
o'clock, barring delays, from a point
opposite the Harvard quarters, for
contest down the course.
the four-milNew London
is oday filling up
The
with the usual regatta crowd.
majority of the arrivals are Yale men,
the Harvard followers being delayed
exercises
commencement
by the
which take place at the Cambridge
Institution today. By noon tomorrow
H Is expected that one of the largest
crowds that ever witnessed a regatta
of the Blue and Crimson will be here.
The training quarters of both crews
were besieged by visitors today, who
were anxious to witness the final
practice work and form their opinions
as to the relative strength and condition of the oarsmen. The judgment
of the majority of the experts appears to be that the varsity eights
are both In splendid trim and that M
race tomorrow is likely to' be more
closely contested than the event of
last year.
It Is just sixty years since the first
race1 was rowed between CTews representing Yale and Harvard. The
event was held on Lake Wlnnepesau-Vr- a
and resulted In a victory for
Harvard. Since 1878 the contests have
taken place on the Thames river
races
course. Of the total of forty-fiv- e
Yale has won 23 and Harvard 22.
two-mil-

PLAYERS

It is

two-mil-

four-oare-

.J

f

RACE

h.m, Couu.,
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"FORI" CANNED GOODS
IT

AT WINONA.

Warsaw,' Ind., June ' 20. Many
visitors have arrived here for the
of the summer
opening tomorrow
school of missions, which will be the
first of a gerles of five religious and
educational conferences to be held at
The
Winona Lake this summer.
school of missions will be followed by
the annual summer conference for
Presbyterian young people, the international district summer school for
the training of Sunday school workers, the annual Christian citizenship
institute, and the annual conference
of the Young Friends of America.

Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED

Noted

QUALITY

For

PURITY

CLEANLINESS

ASK YOUR GROCER FOB "FORT" BRAND

k

mons in Suburban Life.
Of What Use A re Wet
We sometimes wonder of what use
we are,' and why we are put on earth.
One day is added to another and we
seem to be no farther advanced on
the pathway of our lives. As Mark
Twain would have put It we do not
appear to be gaining on the scenery.
Yet there Is room In the world, and
needin the world, for each and every'
one of us, and therefore, we must keep
on going to the end. Emerson has a
poem in which the squirrel talks to
the mountain says: "If I cannot carry
forests on my back neither can you
crack a nut" Tou can do something
nobody else can do; namely, live your
life. You have your chance, If you
will only take it, and I have mine. If
we can do nothing else we can at least
be some one's friend, and there is
nothing that the world more keenly
wants and more sadly needs. Ladies'
Home Journal

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

1 1

f

3
.

M. CUNNINOHAn,

President!

T.

HOSKINS,

Ceehler

ANK.SPklNGER,

LAS VEGAS

GOOD OLD SUMMER )TIME IS NEAR
20. NotwithJune

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Washington,
standing the fact that the baseball
two
pennant races started more than
months ago and straw "lids" have
bebeen worn so long that they are
summer
the
look
shabby,
to
ginning
season will not begin officially, actomorcording to the almanac, until stand-darrow afternoon at 2:03 eastern
time. Incidentally, tomorrow
will be the longest day in the year.
With the inclusion of the dawn and
the twiight the total amount of daylight will be about 16 hours. Tomor
row thj earth will reach Its shortest
distance from the sun during its an
around its orbit, and will
nual
then begin Its march away from the
luminary reaching its greatest distance frm the sun on December 21.

Lcxs Vegas

1

Savings Bank

d

Old twpers for sale.

Capital Stock, $30,009.00
Office

with the Sao Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
D.' W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
President
Treasurer Vice

Interest PeJd on Deposis
1
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W. E. Niece, Biniorintedncnt of construction on the Cainfield Irrigation
project, was In Las Vegas today.

li

midsummer ball of B. of
F. and E. at Armory June 20.
Music by SirniBon five piece orches'
tra. Tickets $1 per couple.
Annual

These are fancy and your appetite will.: be whetted when
of this, the first offering: of the season.
hoar
you

"ALADAMA SWEETS"
ARE DELICIOUS AND JUICY

I

lJ

li

iJ

t

On Hen's and Boys Suits,

fourteen and twenty
in new midsummer models,
buckskin, Week satin ami
on display at Rosenwald'fc

Try a dram of Old Taylor bournou
the Oyera Bar.

Mr. and Jlrs. Luis Sedillo are the
parents of a baby son born last night.

RYAN LEFT TODAY
Accompanied by his pupil, Howard
Morrow, the fast young middleweight.
Tommy Ryan left this afternoon for
El Paso. On June 30, Morrow will
battle in the bull ring at Juarez with
Jack Herrick. For this reason Ryan
turned down the1 offer of a position as
head trainer for Al Palzer, who is
getting ready for a bout with
Wells, the English
heavyn
weight champion.

Jim Flynn will lead the grand
march at the 13. of L. F. and E. dance
tonight

t

The Las Vegas troop of the Boy
Scouts, accompanied by A. R.
secretary of the Y. M. C. A.,
left this morning on a hike to Agua
Zarca. They will return to Las Vegas tomorrow evening.
Mar-wic-

,

THE CASH GROCER.
THE STOR.E THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY'

mi

PHONE HAIN 379

L.

Twelve,
shoes
in white
tans, now

OF THE

LUDWIG Win. ILFELD,

Ai (be Lobby, of rouma.
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LAC is unexcelled. It
For touching up the finish on Motorcars, JAP-rust to rims of wheels
cam.ot
prevents axles and springs from rusting. Tires
that have been

Finch't Golden Wwld'PR K'- - SKed
the wood. Direct from dtatillory

to yen.

OILY

c.

Her motor car was in repair, but badly needed paint.
She lucked at It Jskance and said, "It's worse than queer or quaint.''
it carefully and made it lock like new,
But she
And her auto's now the envy of the many and the few.

For everything in mcn'i goods, seo
Tuichert's store, 'Douglas avenue.

in

Jap-a-la-

Under the supervision of E. L. LomSanta Fe scale man, a large
truck and trunk scales are being installed In the baggage room of the
Santa Fe station.

bard,

Straw

Hats and Underwear

!ii GREEHO'EilGEG'S

Dom-bardi-

The first watermelons of the sea
Judge David J. Leahy today heard
son were received
by the grocers
in chambers evidence In the case of
The "shipment
here this morning.
Mrs. Cora L Archibald against Jara-millThe melons vary
web front Texas.
Incarnacion Guiterrez and AI Cutand others. The case involves
In size from 18 to 30 pounds and are
Green were arraigned bei.r.e the ownership of a tract of land in
ler
selling at ihree and a half cents a
Judge D. R. Murray this morning on Peterson canyon now occupied by the
pound.
the charge of drunkenness.
They new reservoir ol the 'Agua Pura
were arrested last evening by Chief
The Ladies' Aid society of the First
of Police Ben Coles. A sentence of
Methodist church will hold a home
A special train of eleven cars, carten days or a fine of $5 was Imposed
V.
store
C.
of
the
cookery sale in
on the two offenders. Guiterrez will rying delegates to the convention of
Hedgcock on Douglas avenue, on Sat- serve
his time on the city chain gang, tne Women's Federation, which conurday afternoon. They will have on but Green
hopes to raise the fine venes In. San Francisco on June 25,
sale a fine line of cakes, doughnuts,
costs.
and
passed through Las Vegas this mornbread, baked beans, salad and other
at 10:50 o'clock running on the
ing
good things. Don't forget the time
It is understood that negotiations schedule of second section of the
and the place, p.
are now under way for a second California. Limited. The official dele- match between Louis Newman, the gatlons from Kentucky, Indiana, Mis- "Cut the weds' is the admonition
boxer of Denver, and sourl,' Oklahoma apd Minnesota were
of Chief of Police Ben Coles-- Back- lightweight
Yoakum of Dallas, Tex., to on this train, as were partial delegaStanley
ed by an order from the mayor,
bp staged by the New Mexico Athlet tions from Ohio, Pennsylvania and
Colea hag determined that every weed
The train stopped at
ic club in Albuquerque within the Tennessee
In Las Vegas shall be cut down withNew- Lamy this morning, making the trip
next ten days or two weeks.
in the next few days and he has be
man and Yoakum battled a fierce 20 to the ancient city of Santa Fe,
owners and
gun notifying-proper- ty
rounds to a draw Monday night In where the club women were given a
real estate agents that the rank vege
the
Duke City, the fans being delight- reception and shown about the Captation must be out or prosecution In
ed with the performance. It is un- ital City by members of the 'Women's
the police court will follow without
derstood that both boys are willing to Board of Tade. There were about
delay. The weeds are almost reacy box each other
again and that only 160 passengers on the special.
to go to seed. If they are cut now
minor considerations remain to be
much annoyance In the late summer
For the purpose of organizing unagreed upon. In the event the bbys
will be avoided. If the weeds, on the
are
it Is a certainty the der the State Retailers' association
to
other hand, are allowed to tgo
battle will be Interesting and that it the members of, the Las Vegas Busiseed, they will Increase in numbers will cause much? Interest on the
part ness Men's association will meet toand the city will be made an unsightly of the fahs.
night at 8 o'clock in the Commercial
place Weeds are a menace to public
club rooms. C. A. Holden, state orhrded-inhealth, as they are" a favbrlU)
So much success is being met with ganizer of the association, and Wil
place for germs of all kinds. The by the members of the Catholic La- liam
Shlllinglaw,
secretary of the
mayor says h,el means to have the dles' Bazaar association that,
they present .local organization, have made
weeds cut. Those whom he coaxed or are
the bazaar, which will a thorough canvass of the merchants
forced to clean up their property early be predicting
given in the early fall, will be the of Greater Las Vegas and have found
In the spring know that
he means best affair of its kind ever held in them
almost unanimously in favor
what he says.
Las Vegas. The bazaar is for the of the step that will be taken this
purpose of raising funds for ouiHing evening. Election of officers of the
A COMPLETE soda water fountain a new Catholic church on the East association will occi.r and
complete
for sale cheap.
Inquire at the side or building to the present house j organization will be perfected. The
White Kitchen.
of worship. The ladles have oeenj associations of the largest cities are
promised many handsome articles for organized under the state association
sale at the bazaar by prominent mer- and the local merchants have been
chants and people of the city. The contemplating the change for some
.
young women have been enlisted in time.
the cause and will do everything posv- sible to make the affair a big suc
a sprained anklo may as a rule be
cess.
Many
interesting entertain
will be provided for cured in from three to four days by
applying Chamberlain's Liniment and
It's really cheaper .to send us
the bazaar. According to present observing the directions with each
soall the big, heavy flat pieces
bottle. ' For sale by all dealers.
plans the affair will open the fall
in your family washing and
cial season. A big dance will be
have ns wash and iron them,
one of the entertainment features.
and then do the few remaining pieces at home yourself,
George DeBray, leader. of the
than to bother with a washerDeBray uartette, the cracker-Jac- k
woman.
musical organization of the "Big
Our charge for 'this service toSmoke's" camp, announced this morn
tals but little for the entire lot
ing that plans are under way for the
of sheets, tablecloths, towels,
staging of a full fledged minstrel show
in the Duncan- opera house in the
napkins, handkerchiefs, etc.
These articles are washed
near future. Practically all of the
clean and white by our
members of the champion's crew, at
process, and are Ironed with a
will
leaBt those musically Inclined,
fine finish.
have a part in this production. The'
Take advantage of the service.
ohamp will appear as one of the end
men, and Marty Cutler In all probability, will be Beated opposite" JohnAND
son. Rastus Respress the camp come
middleman
will
will
be
the
and
dlan,
do a little song and dance all by his
lonesome. The famous quartette with
DeBray, Johnson, first tenor, Professor Burns, and Skelly, will be one of
the principal attractions on the pro617 Douglat Art
Phone Mtin 61
More definite arrangements
gram.
1
There's a Reason
will be announced later.
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that

you may not be disappointed

you lay in a good supply
)ur groceries previous to the rush we expect
ig the next three weeks. We have a world
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plies and can give you good service now.
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An

Automatic

Refrigerator
soon saves its cost by
keeping foods wholesome, sweet and pure.
And you will like the

food

wide, deep, high snow white
sanitary, always cold.
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G. JOHfJSEfJ &

son

Exclusive Local Agents

i

California & Northwest
Los Angeles
San Diego

$45.80

San Francisco and return direct

05Q.QQ

Seattle Tacoma & other points

CGO.BQ

This Service

Saves Money

Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed. in either
For further information. Call on or write.

D.L. BATCHELOR,

ment-feature-

Agent.

Use Nothing But

-

The Home of The Best of Everything Eatable
We are Receiving a Fresh Line of Vegetables
Every Day, The Following are Some:
"

Green Onions
Radishes
Bunches
Soup
Asparagus
Parsley
Kohlrabi
Beets
Turnips'1
Cucumbers.
Cauliflour
Carrots
Peas
Rhubarb
Cabbage
Wax & Green Beans
Tomatoes

Lettuce

,

1

ALSO FRUITS

"

FERN DELL
JAM

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

CHERRIES, California and New Mexico
GOOSEBERRIES
APRICOTS

OF FRESH COMB HONEY
AT THE GRAAF

S

HA. WARD CO. STORE

They Are Pure

SI!

Sold by
YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE to the neat.! novel and inex
pensive line of small jardiniers and ferneries we are displaying
in our window. y
Sixth
Street

507

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

PRESERVES

M(BMS

We Have Received a Shipment

V "to.
tion

THE LAST DAY

DI?DDV
-S-

nmfiM

EEDSMEN

&

Q.

CnT

FLORISTS- -

"The Store of Satisfaction"

Phone

Vegi

OUCHER

121
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ROWED TITANIC BOAT
Mrs. E. M. Cbfbnalls and daughter.
Miss Elsie Bowermann, of St. Leon- are the
England.
guests of Mrs. J, W. Cbipman and
laughter, says tie Indianapolis News.
They are friends of Mrs. Alice Wheeler
Peirce, of London, formerly of this
city, Mrs. May Wright Sewall and Miss
Harriett .Noble and their' hostesses,
who have visited Mrs. Peirce. They
came to Indianapolis from Lake Max- inkuckjee, where they were the" guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Vonnegut, and
...
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Potts.-- ,
,

Mm Chibnalls and , her. daughter
started for the United; States on the
Titanic and arrived in New York on
the Carpathia. Both took, a hand at
the oars in the lifeboat in which they
left the Titanic. They spoke freely, of
their experiences. They were among
the passengers who went to bed after
the steamer struck the iceberg, but as
there were many persons on deck and
much talking, Miss Bowermann dress
ed herself and went on deck to see
the iceberg. She did not think that
the vessel was in any danger, but
when she learned the condition of
the ship she went below and advised
her mother to go on deck with her.
Mrs. Chibnalls put on a dressing gown
and a traveling coat and funs and
went on the deck.
Mrs. Chibnalls said that no one was
frightened and that Bruce Ismay told
them that the Titanic would not sink
for two or three days, and that steamers would arrive soon and take off
all passengers. She said the sensation of being lowered In the lifeboats
was unpleasant, as first one end of
the boat was down and then the
other. There were only two seamen
in the boat, and- Mrs. Chibnalls and
her daughter both helped with the
Just as the lifeboat was
rowing.
about to be put oft a sailor handed
some one alantern, and every time the
wick burned low the light had to be
extinguished, the top taken off, the
wick pulled up and then relighted.
.

There were omy three or four boats
with lights. Their biiat held 25 persons, and It was her idea that any
more would have made it unsafr.
Mrs. Chibnalls said that before they
sailed she and her daughter went to
the upper deck and were surprise!
at the small number of lifeboats ths
v
Titanic carried.
KANSAS EXPECTS BUMPER CROP
Emporia,
Kan, June 20. Today

marked the beginning of the harvest
season throughout a large section of
Kansas and by the end of the month
tbe season will be in full swing. The
expert threshers who have looked
over the fields are unanimously, of the
opinion that the wheat crop will ex
cel that of last year and is llkelv to
be oneof the largest In many years.
It Is estimated that the state will
need at lieast 25,000 extra hands to
harvest. the crop.-

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Mo., June
receipts 4,000, Including 2,500 southerns. Market steady. Native steers
t.759.50; southern steers 5.50
8.25; southern cows and heifers $3. TO
6.25; native cows and heifers Z
8.85; stackers and feeders $4.25
6.50; bulk $46.50; calves $4.50$:
western steers $69: western cows

3.506.50.

Hogs? receipts 8,000.

Market 5 to
cents higher. Bulk of sales $7.40-7.65- ;
heavy $7.607.70; "packers
and butchers $7. 457. 65; lights $7.25
7.50; pigs $67.
Sheep,
3,500.
Market
receipts
strong. Muttons $45; lambs J7S:
range wethers and yearlings $46 50;
range ewes $34.35.
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It is now well known that not more
than one case of rheumatism in ten
requires any Internal treatment whatever.' All that Is needed Is a free application of Chamberlain's Liniment
and massaging the parts at each application. Try it and see how quickly it will relieve the pain and sore-ties- s.
Sold by all dealers.

